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Abstract 
) 
Improvement in computer network performances have lead to a substantial 
increase in their usage in both education and industry. To make the usage of these 
networks easier and to use the network resources more efficiently, operating system 
principles are being applied to computer networks which has lead to the advent of 
distributed operating systems. This thesis explores the development of distributed 
operating tystems. An attempt is made to identify requirements 
establish their objectives and discuss various implementation issues. 
1 
of such systems, 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
• 
The basic goal of operating systems is to efficiently manage resources and hide 
details of a computer system from the user. Traditionally the computer system 
included a single uniprocessor machine. With the decline 'in prices of hardware 
components came multiprocessor computers and the scope of operating systems started 
widening. The next step in this direction came with advances in communications 
technology which led to extensive interconnection of computers. Computer networks 
were initially implemented to better utilize resources by sharing them between multiple 
computers. This sharing was initially restricted to expensive peripheral equipment, data 
bases and certain utilities available on different computers. The problems and issues 
involved were directly from the realms of operating systems and this led t~ 
development of Network Operating Systems (NOS). 
The main goal of network operating systems was to make the communication 
network between computers transparent to the users to facilitate sharing of equipment 
and utilities local to different computers in the network. Users could log into remote 
computers or dispatch jobs to be run on them and arrange for the results to be 
returned. They could share databases and peripheral equipment like printers and 
plotters with users of other computers in the network. NOS was a different software 
component from the Local Operating System(LOS) of each computer. LOS would take 
an instruction from the user and try to handle it locally; if it needed any remote 
resource it would then try to handle it through NOS. NOS essentially functioned as an 
interface between LOS and the network. 
2 
The real widening of the scope of operating systeni-s came with ·the ·advent of 
Distributed Operating Systems (DOS). A DOS is an operating system spread over all 
·'-, 
the computers in the network. There are no local operating systems. Every computer 
carries a kernel but the resource sharing and management decisions are based on a 
· unified view of the network and computers attached· to it. DOS is designed and coded 
from scratch. Allocation of processes to various computers and devices attached is 
handled by DOS. The user is not aware of the network or the various computers 
attached to it. For the user the whole computer network appears as if he has a single 
computer available to him with all the resources attach·ed to the network being 
available locally. 
This thesis will present the . . issues involved, objectives, requirements, 
constraints, models and- design principles of an opera~ing system for computer 
networks. The NOS and DOS approaches will be compared and dealt with in detail. 
With the material spread over many research papers, conference proceedings and books 
this thesis will be useful in providing a lot of material of this field in one place. 
A brief description of the contents of each chapter is as follows: Following the 
introduction in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 starts with discussing resource sharing networks 
- the most fundamental motivation for having networks. It then deals with the 
problems associated with such networks and how they contribute to decreasing 
effective usage of shared resources. One way to remove these problems is through 
developing an interface between the local operating system and the communication 
network. This interface is· the Network Operating System. An overall view of a network 
operating system is given, and the objectives of Network Operating Systems are 
established in the beginning of Chapter 3, followed by a discussion of requirements of 
NOS in terms of primitives. Chapter 4 deals with the issues. of implementing network 
3 
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operating system. The design and implementation of NOS .i~ related to the underlying 
network design and the design of local operating systems on the computers connected 
by the network. These rel~tionships and their considerations in network operating 
system implementation are also disscussed in this chapter.. Chapter 5 describes the 
National Software Works NOS to complete the ·part on NOS alone. The next stage of 
evolving operating systems, the Distributed Operating Syst~ stage, is introduced in 
' 
Chapter 6. Terms like Distributed Processing and Distributed Systems are defined first. 
Then further details of these are disscussed and illustrated. This chapter then 
establishes the objectives and discusses how these objectives translate into requirements 
for a DOS. Chapter 6 also discusses in breif the models used to represent a distributed 
operating system. These are important concepts in this area and many design and 
implementation decisions are affected by the selection of a model. Two models are 
introduced presented in this chapter. Chapter 7 discusses in detail the Process Model 
of a ··DOS, its basic notions, and how they are used to implement the functions of a 
DOS. Chapter 8 does the same for the Object model of a DOS. 
"o.;., 
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Chapter 2 
Resource Sharing Networks 
,, 
Distributed Computer Systems have evolved from single computer systems. 
This evolution has been made possible by developments in communications technology 
0 which now forms an integral part of a Distributed Computer System. The evolutionary 
path towards Distributed Computer Systems can be characterized into three distinct 
phases: 1) Independent Phase: the computer technology and communications 
technology develop independently with no significant interaction; 2) Interaction Phase: 
the computers are linked by communication networks and these two were looked upon 
as separate entities interacting with each other to achieve system goals; and 3) The 
Integration Phase: a unified view of computers and the connecting network is taken as 
a single system in which computers and the network are looked upon as being system 
resources. This thesis deals with the latter two phases, with focus on the Operating 
Systems used to facilitate use of communication networks linking computers. 
From the Operating Systems point of view, the Interaction phase is marked by 
the development of Resource Sharing Networks and Network Operating Systems. This 
chapter gives an overall view of Resource Sharing Networks. 
2.1 Resource Sharing Networks 
When computers developed rapidly and gained acceptance as a major tool for 
Education and Industry, need for transfer of information from one computer to another 
was immediately felt. Initially transfer of information through portable mass storage 
media was the safest and quickest method of fulfilling this need. But the need kept on 
growing, and initial quickfix attempts included approaches such as treating the 
5 
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information sending computer as an input device for the receiving computer. The 
sending computer was connected to one of the input ports of the receiving computer 
and .. the input device drivers on the receiving· computer were modified. to handle data 
from the sending computer. This type of approach was usually met with a plethora of . 
\ 
problems of synchronization, reliability, extendability etc. A systematic approach was 
needed to handle computer communication. When the communication technology 
provided computer engineers with sufficiently attractive facilities for data transfer, 
computer networks came on the scene. Initially, major Networks such as the Advanced 
Research Projects Agency Network (ARPANET) of Department of Defense, National 
Software Works (NSW) network, and National Physical Laboratory (NPL) network 
were developed to share expensive or special purpose resources such as array 
processors, mainframes, high speed printers, massive data storage banks, specialized 
graphics equipment and plotters, and dedicated specialized processors. The motivation 
for these networks was to make better use of the resources by sharing them. 
A typical network (figure 2.1) includes a communications subsystem, to which 
are connected a collection of computers called the hosts. The subsystem usually 
consists of communications processors interconnected by communica.tion links such as 
coaxial cable, telephone line, satellite channels or logical/virtual links created over a set 
of physical communication links. The communication processors have two functions: i) 
they cooperate to support communication between the hosts,, and ii) they provide the 
interface through which the host computers are connected to the communication 
facility. Each host includes an operating system that supports one or more application 
processes. The principal purpose of the communication network is to permit access by a 
, 
user, or by a process acting on his behalf, to the resources of other machines. Such an 
access would require ~ommunication between the user's host machine and the remote 
6 
ma.chine to which the· resource is attached. For the .two sides to communicate 
.. 
successfully, what is communicated, how it- is communicated, and when it is 
communicated, must conform to some mutually acceptable conventions. These 
conventions are refered to as Protocols. Resource sharing networks have stimulated 
development of various protocols to fascilitate resource sharing by users on attached 
hosts.· 
An important set of pr~tocols developed for ARP ANET is the Transmission 
Control Protocol/Internet Protocols (TCP /IP). These are the most widely used 
internetwork protocols ~vailable. Durability and reliability_ of the TCP /IP protocols 
have made them a standard adhered to by hundreds of computer vendors. Figure 2.2 
shows the four TCP /IP protocols and figure 2.3 shows the architecture of TCP /IP and 
how it interacts with the Local Operating Systems of the computers attached to the 
network. For the purposes of this thesis the most interesting part is formed of the 
Process/ Application Protocols that directly interact with the local operating system 
and insulate it from the lower layers shown in figure 2.4. The ARP ANET community 
has developed a large number of protocols that operate over the TCP /IP layers. Three 
of these protocols - FTP, ~TP and TELNET - have been standardized. Figure 2.5 
shows in a simplified form the relationship between a user, the Local Operating System 
of the host computer, the TCP /IP· protocol suite, and the network's own protocols. 
This type of relationship provides the user at the host computer limited transparency. 
If the user is using an application program then he is· provided with complete 
transparency. But if the user needs to write the applications, then he needs to know 
how the Process/ Application Protocols are to be used. The use of TCP /IP here is 
' .. 
meant only to illustrate the latest standards in network protocols. There ·are other 
important standardized protocols from the International Standards Organization (ISO) 
7 
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and The International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee (CCITT). -
Four major areas in which resource sharing networks have been successfully 
applied are 1) File transfer, 2) Remote job service, 3) Multiprocess operation in many 
.. #_ ~ 
machines and 4) Electronic mail. ARPANET has been on the forefront of development 
• 
in computer networks. It is one of the oldest computer networks and has provided a 
test bed for the development of many computer network applications. The four major 
application areas mentioned above are illustrated next with examples of such 
applications that have occured on ARP ANET. Three TCP /IP standard 
process/application protocols - FTP, TELNET and SMTP - are briefly explained 
for the application area in which they can be applied. 
2.1.1 File Transfer 
The first application for combining two computer systems in ARP ANET in a 
nontrivial way involved the use of an XDS-940 computer at Stanford Research 
Institute (SRI) and a PDP-10 computer at Utah. SRI, anticipating the delivery of a 
PDP-10, began to use the Utah machine in the development of PDP-10 software. 
At first a higher level language was developed. Source code was generated on 
the XDS-940, converted to object code, and executed on the PDP-10. Patches were 
made on the Utah machine during debugging and, periodically, an updated source and 
binary version would be generated at SRI and -sent over the network. Subsequently 
other higher level languages were similarly developed. 
A simple protocol to handle file transfers was deveioped for -the TENEX 
operating system. In this protocol, the network appears as a device to which a file may 
be output or from which a file may be input. The two ends of the transfer must 
. coordinate by having one end execute the input and the other end execute the output~--
8 
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This simple file transfer protocol required the intervention of the user to log into both 
ends, assign a file name for destination, invoke the proper format etc. 
One of the current standard file transfer protocols is FTJ> of TCP /IP. The 
FTP allows the user to transfer data files between hosts. A user accesses the FTP at 
., 
the local host, usually using commands offered by the host's operating system. FTP is 
usually accessed interactively. FTP provides several options for file access and transfer. 
For example, a user at hostl can simply list files at host2, or copy files from host2 to 
hostl. Alternatively, the hostl user can transfer files to host2. Finally a "third-party 
transfer" can be performed where the hostl user transfers files at host2 to host3. In all 
these cases, an FTP entity must be invoked at each host involved in the transfer. FTP 
allows single user to access multiple hosts in a single session. When a user invokes 
FTP, the FTP process at the local host creates a TCP control connection. The control 
connection uses the TELNET protocol, which forces the user to supply a login 
identifier and password accross the connection to the remote host before any transfer 
can occur. When the user requests a file transfer, a data connection is created, opening 
a second TCP connection. This data connection exists for the duration of the actual file 
transfer; once the transfer is completed, the data connection is terminated. The user 
can make another file transfer request involving the remote host or can terminate the 
FTP session ( and terminate the control connection). 
2.1.2 Remote Job Service 
A simple example of a computer-to-computer interaction is provided by users 
who write, debug, edit and store programs on an interactive time sharing facility and 
., 
. run them on a separate batch processing system. Time sharing has enabled 
development of interactive environment /for programming and development of 
9 
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programming techniques while batch processing. and small dedicated computers are 
advantageous for performing extensive computations. The availability of both kinds of 
service in a computer communications network provides a single user with a convenient 
ac·ce-ss to the best features of both. The user has to be accustomed to using both 
services independently. 
In using the ARP ANET by RAND corporation for remote job service from an 
IBM 360/65 at RAND to a 360/91 at UCLA, both the program and its relevant files 
had to be transfered to the 360/91 before a job could run. The remote job service 
'\ 
programs would allow the user to start or stop the execution of his program, cause the 
system output to be stored on a designated file, or be output on a device such as a 
local printer. The user was also provided with the options to check the status of the 
execution, receive confirmation and error messages that indicate its progress, and allow 
certain actions to be taken. 
Among recent standardized protocols is the TELNET protocol. It is a simple 
remote emulator allowing a user at one host to control an application at another host. 
TELNET provides a reliable pathway for data exchange via the TCP /IP suite. 
TELNET also provides simple virtual terminal emulation by defining a network 
standard terminal. This means that the characteristics of a specific terminal can be 
mapped into the standard terminal, allowing terminals from different vendors to be 
connected to different hosts. The protocol that is defined between the terminal and the. 
host allows negotiation of certain terminal characteristics such as the screen width, the 
screen length, full-duplex versus half-duplex operation, or local versus remote echo. 
TELNET also provides an authentication procedure which allows users to identify 
themselves to remote systems using login identifiers and ·passwords. TELNET is 
actually implemented in two different modules. A user invokes TELNET at a host via 
10 
an operating system instruction, thus creating a TELNET Client process. This process 
reads instructions from the user's terminal and sends the appropriate message out 
through the network. At the remote host, a TELNET Server module is invoked. A 
message is received from the network and delivered to TELNET. Since there is, in fact, 
.,, 
no terminal user at the remote site, the TELNET Server process acts like a terminal 
attached to the remote host. 
2.1.3 Multiprocess Operation iI1. Many Machines 
The combined use of two or more computers allows additional processing 
capability over the use of a single system. One such example is provided by the McRoss 
system that coordinates the operation of two or more cooperating air-traffic-control 
programs running in one or more TENEX systems; Each simulation program, called 
Route Oriented Simulation System (ROSS), models the air-space of one air-traffic-
control center in detail. To simulate the air space of a Boston to New York flight, four 
simulation programs could be activated: one for the Boston terminal area, one for the 
Boston enroute area, one for New York enroute area, and one for New York Terminal 
area. The four ROSS programs may be run simultaneously in as many as four TENEX 
systems in ARP AN ET. 
2.1.4 Electronic Mail 
Electronic mail has been a traditionally popular application used on resource 
sharing networks. The Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) allows users to exchange 
electronic mail messages, provi~ing · an end-to-end guarantee of mail delivery. 
Electronics mail exchange between users on a hosts usually involves a "mailbox" for 
each user. When user A sends mail to user B,- the mail is placed in user B's mailbox, 
where· it ·can be accessed when user B next logs on. Mailboxes are usually maintained 
11 
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through the operating system's file management system. The concept of mailboxes on a 
single host can be expanded to provide electronic mail to many users over a network of 
many hosts. Mail is addressed to a "destination host" and a "mailbox address" at that 
host. SMTP allows users to send mail to other users on the same host or to another 
./ 
/ 
host on the network. TCP is used by SMTP to send and receive mail messages accross 
the network. For example suppose a user wants to send an electronics mail message to 
a user on another computer. The user accesses the computer's services via the 
operating system. The operating system calls upon the MAIL application for the user 
and the user prepares the message. This message, however may not be in the proper 
format for the communications network nor for the destination host's mail application. 
The implementers of the MAIL application can write an interface to convert the E-mail 
message format to that of a known, widely used mail protocol, such as the TCP /IP 
mail protocol (SMTP) or CCITT recommendation X.400; for this example say to 
SMTP which already has an interface to TCP /IP. TCP /IP will operate over any 
network-specific protocols for which an interface has been written. For example, a 
packet network could be accessed using the X.25 protocols or a LAN using IEEE 802 
protocols. The operation is reversed at the destination site. The network accesses the 
TCP /IP layers, and SMTP accesses the destination operating system's MAIL 
application. The two users can now exchange mail without having any idea about what 
if any, protocol con version is taking place. 
2.2 Problems with Resource Sharing Networks 
Resource sharing network architectures typically consists of one or more 
function-oriented protocols, such as virtual terminal ( e.g. TELNET) and_ file transfer 
t 
protocols (e.g. FTP) built on top of lower level of communications network software. 
The previous section has shown how this architecture has helped in achieving a certain 
12 
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degree of resource sharing amongst computers attached to a network. However, ,.the 
potential offered by computer ·networking to support resource sharing and distributed 
computing cannot be fully realized· with such architectures because: 
• No basis is provided for easily creating, in a modular fashion, new resources or 
services out of existing ones. For example one cannot use existing file transport servers 
as foundations for a distributed data management system. 
• Each programmer desiring to provide or use a network sharable resource must face 
anew problems of interface to the protocols as well as problems of naming, error 
control, resource management, protection, synchronization, encoding, translation etc. 
For example, every service uses different identifier, request/reply formatting, and other 
conventions. 
• The terminal user or programmer must know the different naming and other access 
mechanisms required by the network, each host and each service. He must log in to his 
, 
local host, use a network access program, and then log in to his target host(s), each 
possibly using different conventions. 
• The setting up of accounts and other administrative procedures is awkward. The 
user must explicitly establish accounts and receive billing from each administration 
controlling a host with resources he wishes to use. 
• They fail to adequately recognize that many · distributed applications are more 
naturally transaction than stream oriented: that is, a request is sent and a reply is 
13 
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received, with no implication that further conversation need ever ,take "place. The result 
is that extra delay and messages are required .at each level of architecture to open and 
close connections (initialize and d·estroy error control, resource management, 
protection, etc. state). Because a message at one level can generate several ·at /the next 
level,. this overhead can be high. 
• Resources of different hosts attached to the network are generaly incompatible 
limiting their efficient use. 
• Information about the available resources and how to use them is difficult to obtain. 
Search of a solution for these major shortcomings of resource sharing networks 
with function oriented protocols led to the realization of need for another entity, to be 
called the Network Operating System (NOS), to interface with the ·collection of host 
operating systems of the network. NOS is the topic of discussion for the next three 
chapters. 
14 
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Chapter 3-
Network Operating Systems 
In this thesis an evolutionary viewpoint is taken of the development of 
distributed operating systems. The first stage was explained in the previous chapter on 
resource sharing networks. The next important stage in this process is the development 
of Network Operating System(s) (NOS). This chapter introduces NOS and deals with 
its motivation, objectives and requirements. 
3.1 Introduction 
What is available with resource sharing networks with function oriented 
protocols can be represented by figure 3.1. Each host system is comprised of traditional 
cooperating user processes, operating under a local operating system (LOS). These 
communicate with each other via a simple communications sublayer ( comprised of the 
various protocols) that provides some network transparency to users. 
The NOS provides more transparent use of distributed assets beyond the mere 
communications. NOS designs look at global resource allocation and management, 
global process management, and total or nearly total transparency of network assets 
for users and local operating systems. A NOS environment (figure 3.2) is comprised of 
four layers. The communication layer provides reliable transfer of messages between 
devices. It provides all interactions for disjointed devices. The NOS layer provides 
transparency of system to all the users and local operating systems. It provides the 
ability to accept a request for, say, processing and data not available locally, and 
determines where the assets are, how to initiate its operation based on the request, and 
how to return the appropriate service, all transparent to users and local environ,ments. 
r •..•. 
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The local environment views the action as having been performed locally with no 
reservations. The Nos· handles interfacing and coordination of remote actions and 
communications between local operating systems. It maintains cognizance of the state. 
and location of ·all entities in the system. The NOS receives service requests from the 
local operating systems and provides them with status as if it were the actual· wanted 
"""'_,p' entity responding. 
The LOS is a traditional operating system in all senses except one. If it is asked 
to perform any task (say, to ·execute a process to do data reduction), it will try to 
schedule it. If the process is in its local cognizance it will schedule and execute the job; 
otherwise it will ask NOS to run it. To the local operating system NOS is th,e actual 
server performing the task, while in reality it is just the agent for the actual work. 
The final layer is made up of the users. They operate oblivious to all 
distribution and interactions. They view the system as one large uniprocessor system 
with all the processes and resources it needs local to its domain. 
3.2 NOS-OS Similarities and Differences 
Two activities are central for an enduser of a computing system - job 
execution and data handling. Both the Network Operating System and the Local . 
Operating System provide ease of access and_ utilization of system resources for these 
two activities. By a variety of techniques such as time slicing, spooling, paging, 
reservation, allocation etc. the Operating System transforms the available physical 
resources into logical resources that can be utilized by active processes running under 
it. This allows the user to view the system as a logical machine and hides many 
machine details that could hinder in the ease with which a user could submit jobs for 
execution and handle data. Interface between a process running under an operating 
16 
system and the world outside its memory space is the "system call", a request for 
service from the operating system. Network Operating System transforms the available 
complex communication network with its protocols into a· simple logical network for 
the user and Local., Operating System. It also uses various techniques to provide easy 
access for job execution and data. migration. A network job consists of a collection of 
network job steps, each of which may be executed on a different machine. The Network 
Job Execution. function of a NOS provides the means for initi1ing job steps, migrating 
input information as appropriate, suitably disposing of output results, and interacting 
with the user as required. Network data support provides the means to manipulate files 
using a command language and for a program to access remote records at run time. To 
provide a homogeneous viewpoint accross systems, the NOS provides a network-wide 
directory listing accessible data resources, a common command language for 
· manipulating files listed in this directory, and a means for limiting users' access to 
these files to provide appropriate security mechanisms. At the record access level, 
mechanisms are provided for preserving the meaning of the data being transmitted 
between heterogeneous systems. These provisions are similar to the ones provided by 
Operating Systems at a local level. 
Several major differences exist between NOS and LOS including control of 
individual resources; encapsulation; heterogenity; geographical separation; and differing 
organizational constraints .. An individual operating system provides direct access to and 
control of individual host resources. In contrast a Network Operating System provides 
a mediator which, to avoid substantial modification to host operating systems, 
interfaces with the collection of operating systems to effect the requested functions .. 
This has the advantage of eliminating the need for writing device drivers and many 
system utilities. The disadvantage is the need for explicit interfacing with a collection 
17 
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of distinct operating systems which may not ·provide comparable collection of 
capabilities. 
A N9s, in contrast with OS which has total control of system resources 
through effect~ve encapsulation of the user, only mediates the interaction of the users 
. . 
/ 
with the Operating System. Thus, the individual network user provided with access to 
a given system is assumed to have effectively the same potential spectrum of available 
capabilities as a local user. Moreover, since the user is not encapsulated, and the NOS 
is designed to support general purpose computing, it will usually be necessary to have 
some knowledge of local systems for interpretation of diagnostics and miscellaneous 
system responses created by program or programming errors. However, remote 
procedure calls, invocation of debugged programs, and many data operations could 
proceed without such knowledge. 
For some applications, encapsulation may prove mandatory. The National 
Software Works provides such a capability in the context of providing a software 
capability. This requires interrupt capturing, developing appropriate diagnostic 
translators and, for comparable items of software executing on distinct systems, 
development of standardized translators (grammars). This knowledge of the program 
' to be executed as a'· prerequisite for its encapsulation. Encapsulation clearly provides 
significantly greater control of both users and hosts and, conceptually, is closer to 
heterogeneous multiprocessing. In view of the NSW demonstration of the feasibility of 
encapsulation, determination of its desirability is effectively a cost benefit exercise. 
Host heterogeneity. raises issues for both job processing and data movement. 
Job processing effectiveness is expedited through provision of a common command 
language. However, determination of the proper amount of uniformity to provide in 
18 
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diagnostic and· control and message may be · regarded as an open issue. The data 
implication of the host heterogeneity is reflected in the ···need for data selection, 
translation and transformation . 
. The intent within a NOS is to provide a collection of capabilities which enables 
an individual user to access remote resources (programs, data or systems) just as if the 
I 
user were local(to all these resources. Formally, this objective, although feasible, still 
requires caution on the part of the users in view of the time delays. induced through 
accessing remote resources. This issue has been discussed in the context of providing a 
network based environment and the care required seems similar to that required by the_ 
advent of virtual systems. That is, assuming that virtual memory was identical to real 
memory it could, for programs with poor locality, result in both poor utilization of 
system resources and high delay in program execution. It seems likely that improper 
utilization of network resources via an NOS will be reflected in the same manner. 
Differing organizations have different viewpoints regarding sharing, accounting, 
and control of resource utilization. In a local environment, these differences quickly 
become known· and, through negotiation, become acceptable. In contrast, in a 
networking environment the identity of the real user would usually be unknown and 
more formalized and rationalized procedures must be used. The precise implication of 
these organizational differences in style seem to be an open issue whose resolution is 
likely to be slow. However, the implications of poor accounting algorithms are already 
· becoming manifest. 
3.3 Obiectives gf Network Operating Systems 
When defining objectives of a network operating system it is important to 
consider that NOS concept is propounded to alleviate the problems of resouce sharing 
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networks. An approach that takes care of those problems listed in section 2.2 would 
have to include following five objectives: 
3.3.1 Uniform User Viewpoint 
One of the problems with resource sharing networks is that it is necessary for 
' the user to know the various access mechanisms required by the network, each host 
and each service. Besides this, accounting and other administrative procedures and 
regulations are different for hosts owned by different organizations. Each host 
computer or service accessed by the user had to be viewed differently according to its 
conventions. This placed on the user an additional burden of learning about each one of 
them. To remove these an important goal for NOS is to provide a user or a process 
acting on a users behalf a coherent view of distributed objects. Processes, programmers 
and terminal users should not have to explicitly aware of whether a needed resource is 
local, remote or distributed. To the extent possible, host boundaries should not be 
visible. This does not mean that programs or users have no control over where a 
process is to be run or other resource is to be located or that they can not learn about. 
the location of resources. It means that a user need not ( although he may) program 
differently or use different terminal procedures depending on the· location and that 
network operations and the idiosyncrasies of local hosts can be largely or completely 
hidden. The performance may depend on the relative location of objects. One 
consequence of this goal is that if a resource or its controlling server are relocated for 
economic, performance or other reasons to another system in the network, then at 
most a new identifier (address) is required, but no changes are required in the program 
logic or resource access mechanism. 
3.3.2 Efficient Implementability 
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The structure of a network operating system should be such that it be 
efficiently implementable and usable as a base operating system on a single system, as 
well as implementable as a guest layer on existing operating systems that support 
appropriate interprocess communications. The former condition means that, when 
implemented as a native operating system,·· access by the local ·user process to local 
services should be efficient and no more involved in terms of the number ant kind of 
messages or system calls exchanged than is common on existing local operating 
systems. Architectures of NOS should be made independent of the number and kinds of 
underlying components. 
Initially, many NOS architectures are likely to be implemented as guest systems 
on top of the LOS, hut over time, as part of evolution toward distributed computing, 
the structure of LOS could evolve towards that required for a NOS and later DOS. 
Layering the NOS on top of the LOS means creating a layer of servers that support 
standard service interface and inte_rnally implement the service in part or in whole by 
calling on the corresponding existing LOS .services to accomplish their task. 
3.3.3 Extensibility 
Extensibility of NOS implies that i) users can easily add new services built on 
existing services without requiring system programmers to add new resident or 
privileged code; ii) The basic NOS structure be such that it can start with a few 
services as needed by initial application and evolve; and iii) systems desiring to 
paricipate in the NOS as users of or providers of single service be able to do so with 
minimal implementation. 
Resources can be built in levels, starting with the basic facilities of the 
underlying hardware/firmware components and · increasing abstraction and • lll 
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application orientation. For example, on a system providing access to disk storage 
there might be a primitive server providing primitive objects such as disk segments to 
be read and written. At the next level a basic file server may be supplied organizing the 
disk storage into file objects considered as segments of elements, such as bits or bytes, 
which can be randomly read or written. No translation of data types would take place. 
At the next level could be a variety .of servers offering more elaborately structured fil~ 
,, 
objects, associated access methods, and automatic data translation. Additional levels 
might support further information object refinement such as provided by data 
management systems. These servers for all the levels of abstract objects can all be 
distributed, including disk segment object server connecting the disk directly to a 
network can provide performance and reliability advantages. Similar hierarchies of 
service can be provided for other resources. 
In resource sharing networks as seen in previous section, protocols are defined 
for services such as file transfer, remote job entry, and virtual terminals. These types of 
service are provided in a NOS implementation somewhat differently. Instead of being 
separate, special unique services, they would be provided more general NOS servers 
such as those handling files or terminals. For example whole file transfer would be just 
a special case of random copying of information from one file to another. The file server 
is built at the appropriate level of abstraction to deal with the desired data types and 
their translation between heterogenous systems. At the very least, if a specific server 
were useful for whole file transfer, it would be built on a lower levels of NOS file 
service. Similarly, virtual terminal definitions would be built into the NOS terminal 
service just as they are in LOS. In general, focus would be on general-purpose abstract 
objects and operations focused on restricting modes of information transfer. This 
architecture allows for better extensibility without disturbing any existing system and 
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' allows for modular expansion as the. needs increase. 
3.3.4 Control Rf Host Network Interaction 
This objective is needed for a NOS to assure_ adequate protection of host 
interests in a networking environment. In almost any scientific or engineering endeavor, 
the first objective is to show that something can be done. The second is to show that it 
can be done well, and the third is control. Control, in NOS context, requires control of 
the host network interaction to prevent network demands from unfairly impacting local 
users. It is also required to balance resource requirements against resources. 
3.3.5 Resource Management 
NOS acts as a mediator between the communications network and the LOS. 
The resource requirements of a network user are not very predictable to allow 
preallocation of resources. This leads to a requirement;-of online, near real-time control 
of resources. This in turn requires automated data gathering, archiving and data 
gathering. In addition, it requires the existence of a network management capability to 
provide a common access point for users, individual installations and networks to 
obtain status and availability information. Such a capability would also be needed for 
balancing resource requirements against resources. 
With these broad objectives in mind, the next step is to define in detail the 
requirements of a Network Operating System. This is dealt with in the next. The 
global objectives of a network operating system require development of primitives in 
four categories: 
• user communication 
• data migration 
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• network job execution 
·• control 
~ User communication 
User communication is one of the basic goals of computer networks. Users of a 
network need to interact in various ways, and the NOS should be able to facilitate 
, 
typical user requirements such as exchanging programs, data, documentation, and 
other kinds of information. It should be noted that some of the individual local 
.) 
operating systems also have capabilities to facilitate these functions to some extent. In 
the context of networks, however, substantially more complex capabilities can be 
considered. These capabilities can be classified into two major categories: 
'-...':\1. 
i) message processing 
ii) teleconferencing. 
Message processing needs to provide five basic categories of services: 
- creation 
- coordination 
- forwarding 
- alerting 
- event processing 
Provision of these primitives substantially improves the ability of an 
organization to respond to the dynamics of its environment. Creation and coordination 
permit generation and refinement of a proposed message by the collection of relevant 
originators. Forwarding encompasses the transmission process. Alerting supports early 
notification of the appropriate spectrum of· recipients, as determined from addressee list 
.. 
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or via content analysis. Finally, event. processing. can permit automatic invocation of 
computer operations appropriate to the message content. (e.g., inventory reorder upon 
notification of outages in intermediate warehouses). 
Teleconferencing encompasses both multiparty voice/visual communication as 
well as a more formalized collection of capabilities related to hardcopy message 
communication. A particular form of teleconferencing, computer bas~d conferencing, 
provides a natural support basis for communication among geographically dispersed 
computer users. This latter form of communication is also advantageous when it is 
I appropriate to maintain permanent conference-·.reccirds, e.g., command and control. The . 
general capabilities provided include archiving, indexing, searching, and updating of 
conferences. Through their utilization communication between users is substantially 
enhanced. 
3.5 Data Migration 
Data migration is a basic capability required to permit a process executing in 
one computer to access data contained in another computer. Resource sharing 
networks provide capabilities primarily suppoting transmission of sequential text files 
or block transmission of binary files. However, an efficient network utilization requires . 
substantially more sophisticated capabilities. In a resource sharing network a process 
needing data on a different computer needs to copy the entire file from the remote 
computer. This may not be always possible in certain situations. For example an owner 
of a file may not be willing to share all parts of the file, or allow copies to be made. 
Development of general data migration capability requires three basic 
capabilities: 
• data selection 
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. • data translation, and 
. • data transformation. 
3.5.1 Data selection: 
Data selection requires the basic capability (daemon) for remote accessing of 
data at the subfile level. As such, it should be envisioned as a transaction processor co-
located with the data which, upon issuance of an _appropriate request by a remote 
process, accesses a description of a file (specified in an approriate data description 
language), and reads the requested record(s) in order to transmit them to the 
requesting process. At a conceptual level, it follows that the accessing process could 
therefore treat remote data just as it treats local data. At a practical level this 
observation needs to be tempered with the knowledge that network access will, in 
general, consume significantly more time than local access, and as a result access delays 
may also be used as a fiictor in determining the relative desirability of utilizing a data 
selection capability versus transmission of entire file. From an implementation 
viewpoint, it is of interest to observe that the basic selection capabilities required relate 
' 
closely to those required to support data translation. Moreover, these capabilities also 
seem to be required for implement effective locking . capabilities in a networking 
environment. 
3 .. 5.2 Data Translation: 
Hosts in a heterogeneous network may use different bit patterns for encoding 
information. · Data · translation is the basic capability which permits hosts to 
communicate with each · other in spite of these differences. It follows that a data 
translation capability is central to any effective communication betwee-!l heterogenous 
hosts. 
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Data in computers is usually stored, in structured form. It is important ~o .. 
augment data translation to accomodate maintainence of this structure or to translate 
the structure as well, into the corresponding equivalent structure used by the receiving 
host. In cases where there are no equivalent structures available, at least the 
information defining the structure is required to be conveyed. Prerequisite to such 
activities is having the means to describe data and its structure. This could be achieved 
through effective Data Description Languages . 
• 
\ 
Data Description Languages could· be classified into two types: Logical '"'Data 
~· ,. ' 
Description Languages (LDDLs) concerned with describing the logical structure of the 
data and with characterizing fields, and Physical Data Description Languages (PDDLs) 
which serve as the mechanism for describing how the data is physically laid out on the 
storage media. In a networking environment need for PDDLs could be eliminated by 
having an intermediate standard format for the network. System accessed routines 
could be used to access the data and translate the data into the standard form and 
transmitted. The receiving host could then retranslate the received data into a form 
suitable for its own storage. 
3.5.3 Data Transformation: 
Data· transformation provides the basic capability for restructuring the logical 
form of data to a different form according to the requirements of the user and the host 
providing the information. For example the user may be interested in only those 
records of a file that satisfy certain conditions or an owner ma.y not be willing to 
divulge information in certain fields such as the salary information. 
Data transformation requires, in general, three basic capabilities: 
• arithmetic operations, 
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• logical operations, and 
• string operations. 
Moreover be a useful generalized database • Ill environment, data to 
. . 
transformation should permit operation on multiple input streams to produce multiple· 
output streams. A general single input, single output data transfromation capability 
was implemented in ARP ANET in the context of Data Reconfiguring Service. This 
system demonstrates the viability of the concept of data transformation. 
3.6 Network Job Execution: 
A network job consists of a lattice (a tied tree) of job steps which, as illustrated 
in figure 3.3, may each be executed on a distinct and possibly dissimilar host. The 
characteristics of a network job are determined by those of the individual job steps. 
3.6.1 Support Requirements 
In the simplest case a job step may be a "batch" step which, once initiated, 
requires no further interaction with the NOS until termination. Support of the 
execution requirements in that case is relatively straightforward. 
In general, job steps executing in a networking environment ,may be anticipated 
to have more sophisticated support requirements including: 
• user interaction, 
• remote procedure calls, and 
• synchronization with remote processes. 
Support of user interaction within a network job step may prove relatively 
difficult in some operating systems since it tends to conflict with desire for 
4 
encapsulation of the job step which is useful in carefully controlling the interaction of 
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the job step with the local hos·t support capabilities such as the ~e system. 
Provision for supporting remote procedure calls in a manner analogous to that 
in which local procedure calls are supported is desirable for forming a unified image of, a 
computer network. It reduces the load on the user who can treat all procedures from a 
uniform viewpoint. 
Processes executing on different hosts would he able to use network resources 
more effectively if they are able to exploit inherent concurrencies of the job. Concurrent 
execution of job. steps brings up the requirement for synchronization of remote 
processes. 
3.6.2 Execution Requirements 
Execution of a network job requires four major capabilities: 
• job step assignment and control, 
• step execution monitoring, 
• JCL Generation, and 
• Interprocess Communication Support. 
Job step assignment and control is required for assigning job steps to 
processors: arranging for job step initia~ion upon satisfaction of all appropriate 
precedence and priority constraints; migration of files as required to permit job step · 
initiation; and communication with the user. Assignment of job steps requires a 
',( 
ij 
capability for detecting any existing (step) parallelism. Moreover, such assignments 
may be made at the direction of the user, at the request of the hosts (reduce peak 
workload), or at the suggestion of some centralized network management capability to . 
balance global resource requests against resource.availability. 
Step execution monitoring is required for interfacing the scheduling of network 
29 , 
originated jobs· with local jbbs. In particular, it provides step initiation; monitors step 
execution to provide restart and, potentially, recovery capabilities; and notifies the job 
step assignment routines of the termination of one step to permit initiation of successor 
steps. The support the needs of a job step to communicate with remote data, the 
appropriate data parts with data selectors stored in remote hosts must also be 
arranged. 
own 
A job control language provides four generic capabilities: 
• identifying the precedence and priority conditions required for job step execution 
• making files within a users directory known to the step which usually has its 
expectations regarding naming of the files, 
' 
• inserting files generated by a program into the appropriate directory, and 
• controlling the assignment of files to devices, and, for a given file, controlling 
the layout of the file on the device. 
At present two extreme types of JCLs • are 1n use. JCLs for large data 
processing systems provide great power in effecting the functions mentioned above, but 
are very complex for even simple activities. On the other hand JCLs for scientifically 
oriented computer systems are simpler but do not provide the wide range of options 
provided by the complex JCLs. A JCL somewhere in between these two types would he 
needed for networks. It could have the capability of providing interactive facilities for 
users to generate JCLs for simple jobs and providing information for users needing 
more powerful JCLs. The limitation on JCLs would be placed by the capabilities of the 
system being accessed. No user can get more powerful JCLs than provided by the 
serving system. 
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Network IPC (Inter Process Communication) is required both as a technical 
prerequisite to building a network operating system and as a· .capability to be provided 
to users of the system for them to be able to take full advantage of the opportunities 
(remote procedure calls, parallel execution, synchronized execution) afforded by the 
network. User IPC primitives are needed for data transmission, process synchronization 
and control. Data transmission was covered earlier. Process synchronization and 
control primitives required to call procedures or processes, transfer data and 
synchronize resource utilization can be divided into four major types: 
• signal/wait-signal, 
• w·ait/no-wait, 
• transfer-control/retain-control, and 
• preserve-state/ reset-state. 
The first primitive is required to permit. a process to signal another process or 
procedure advertising its intentions; wait signal is then required· in order to permit a 
process to enter the wait state until receipt of an appropriate signal. The second 
primitive determines if parallel execution of both caller and called processes (entities) is 
to be supported. The third primitive supports coroutines - in which both t 1he calling 
and the called process have equal status - and the fourth capability is also required to 
support coroutine calls since the return location depends on the call location. 
IPC capabilities can be provided in varying level of sophistication reflecting: 
quality of the user interface, error recovery capabili~ies and permissible complexity in 
the parameter string passed to the called procedures or called process. Careful 
investigations of the total environment desirable for supporting effective and efficient 
IPC is to be considered. An alternative message based implementation strategies to the 
connecti n oriented ARPANET approach to inter~process communication will be 
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Implementation Issues for Network Operating System 
A Network Operating System providing ease1 of access and utilization of 
systems, subnetworks, and services must provide two capabilities for end users: 
• job execution and 
• data handling. 
A network job consists of a collection of network job steps, each of which may 
be executed on a different machine. The network job execution function of a NOS 
should provide the means for initiating job steps, migrating input information as 
appropriate, suitably disposing of output results, and interacting with the users as 
required. 
Network data support provides the means for a user to manipulate ftles using a 
command language, and for a program, to access remote records at run time. To 
' 
\ 
prov~ a homogenous viewpoint accross system, the NOS must provide a Network 
... ~ 
" Wide Direct~ listing of network accessible data resources, a common command 
language for manipulating files listed in this directory, and a means for limiting user 
access to these files to provide appropriate security mechanisms. At the record ac::cess 
9 
level, mechanisms are required for preserving the meaning of data being transmitted 
between heterogenous systems. 
Implementation of these two end user functions requires two major support 
functions: user-system interfaces which provide a common virtual viewpoint for the 
user across heterogenous systems, and system-system interface to s~pport the 
transmission of data between systems and to preserve- the meaning of the transmitted 
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4.1 General Issues 
The issues underlying the implementation of user-system interface and system-
system interface can be broadly classified into issues related to i) hardware and 
software environment, and ii) configuration of the network. 
4.1.1 Hardware and Software Environment 
The difficulty of NOS implementation is critically dependent on the hardware 
and software environment which must be accomodated. Operationally, such situations 
can be divided into three categories: 
1) those requiring the NOS to interface a specific heterogenous collection of 
computer systems; 
d 2) those involving interfacing a homogenous collection of computer systems; and 
3) situations in which there is no constraint to interface to any specific collection 
of 
computer systems. 
1) Interfacing heterogenous hosts is a difficult case but maximizes resource 
sharing and best accomodates both planned and existing systems; Experimental 
Network Operating System (XNOS) implemented at National Bureau of Standards 
(ijBS) is an example of such a NOS. 2) Interfacing a homogenous collection of host 
computers is easier than interfacing a heterogenous collection of hosts, but limits the 
opportunity for · resource sharing - a major rationale for network construction; 
Resource Sharing Executive (RSEXEC) system running on TENEX host computers in 
the ARPA computer network and COCANET UNIX impleme:\}ted at University of 
•l 
California, Berkeley can be considered examples of· such a NOS. 3) Unconstrained 
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implementations will be the most satisfactory from a user's viewpoint, ··but lack 
downward compatibility and, as a result, will be extremely costly to implement since 
significant rewriting of existing software is required. The concept of National Software 
_I 
-Works (NSW) network operating system is not tailored to the specific requirements of 
~ 
a particular target system to be used as an implementation environment. NSW defines 
its specific interprocess communications protocol for inter component communication, 
called MSG. MSG establishes the type of interprocess communication needed for NSW 
in such a way that a variety of different computer networks may be used as a target 
system for implementation. Hence NSW is an example of a NOS with unconstrained 
im plemen tat ion. 
4.1.2 Configuration Related Decisions 
Implementation of NOS requires a series of design decisions. This section 
discusses two of the major configuration- related decisions. 
NOS must handle many network- related computations such as: 
• problems of routing, 
• buffering, \ 
• synchronization, 
• error control, and 
• reliability. 
Implementation of NOS requires both the design of procedures and processes for 
these and other computations, and determination of the processors on which to run 
these. A major design decision relates to where these computing requirements are to be 
provided. Two alternatives exist for providing these requirements: 
. 
1) the existing hosts within the network to be used to support these computations 
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(the unaugmented case), or alternatively, 
•C 
2) adding specialized processors to satisfy most of these computing requirements 
(the augmented case) which can be called Network Interface Machines (NtMs)~ 
Using hosts to support the network-related computations has the advantage of 
not requiring any additional equipment to implement the NOS. It can be implemented 
as 
a) a "Monitor-code" or 
b) a "User-Code". 
Implementation in monitor-code entails modification of the host operating system so as 
to provide NOS at these hosts with special privileges. COCAN~T UNIX is 
implemented in monitor-code·. It is implemented by extending the system calls of UNIX 
to expand the scope of resource demands to the whole network. This approach ensures 
backward software compatibility as none of the existing application software has to be 
changed even after relocation of some of the resources to other computer systems in the 
network. NOS implemented in User-code means that the NOS software running on the 
host system does not require privileged status on the host. Advantage of this approach 
is that ordinary usage is all that is required at various hosts to develop, debug and use 
the system. RSEXEC is implemented in user-code so that experimentation with 
RSEXEC could be conducted with minimum disruption of the· TENEX hosts. 
! 
Utilization of NIMs for satisfying most of the NOS computing requirements has 
four major advantages: 
l 
-~ 
a) It minimizes the impact of the network on the host. This is considered highly 
desirable when system administrators would not tolerate any system overhead or 
would not accept any modification to their systems. 
,•I . 
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b) Minimizes the need to recode functionally identical modules to accomodate 
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different systems and architectures. This approach also facilitates centralized 
. . 
design implementation and support of the NOS. 
c) Centralization reduces costs by minimizing number of support personnel, and 
~ 
d) It facilitates incremental expansion, modification and enhancement of NOS 
capabilities. This is particularly important since experience-driven requirements 
are likely to result in gradual change in the initial NOS. 
4.1,2.1 Issues Qf Unaugmented Configuration 
Resource Names and Addresses 
I .... 
• A resource name is a virtual name for a i;esource. A resource address is a 
l 
physical name which 1uniquely identifies the resource and indicates how to access or get 
to the resource. For example in standard UNIX a file name is the resource name of a 
~ 
file while the file descriptor is the address. Resource names and addresses in existing 
""' 
operating systems are meaningful only on the local hosts. The major tasks in modifying 
an existing system to a NOS are to create a global resource name space, and to 
modifying resource addresses to include the hostid. 
COCANET UNIX extends the existing file system name space by including the 
host name in the resource name. In other words, the resource name includes an 
address_~;10ther NOSs adopt the viewpoint that resource names should not include an 
address. This second approach can have three problems in the COCANET 
environment. First, COCANET UNIX is an evolutionary system. Political and 
,. 
pragmatic requirements dictate that existing syst.ems must continu·e to run as they 
, . . ·. 
currently do while they evolve to a network environment. The naming mechanism and 
support for remote system call satisfies these requirements. and encourages users to 
access network resources because it is easy. But this requirement either restricts design •· 
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alternatives to those compatible with UNIX or adds on an overhead in interfacii;ig 
those that are not compatible. 
The second problem with hiding resource location is availability of the name-to-
addresses mapping. Is the mapping centralized in a name server (perhaps replicated), 
or distributed to different hosts (if so, what is the distribution criterion) ? Centralized 
name servers introduce more implementation complexity and overhead on every file 
open. Moreover, the name server becomes a critical resource because a host can not run 
without one, even though the file to accessed might be local. Another problem with a 
centralized name server is that it can be a performance bottleneck. The reliability and 
performance problems could be solved by replicating the name server at several sites. 
But this introduces the problem of distril>uted updates. These arguments suggest that 
the mapping function should be distributed. COCANET UNIX is an example of a 
system with a distributed rpapping function with the additional feature that resources 
can be accessed more rapidly when they are known to be local. 
The third problem with hiding resource location is that users should, at least 
initially, be aware that using a remote resource is more costly. 
Resource Location and Placement 
One of the NOS architecture goals is that users or user processors should not 
have to be explicitly aware of where a resource is located. For example, in a distributed 
file system, the location or level of storage that information resides on can be made 
invisible f9r many applications, and files can migrate as appropriate. Issues in global 
placement strategies acc.ross different types of servers are not very well understood but 
could be illustrated in limited implementations. 
' An • issue basic to NOS implementation concerns handling information 
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necessary to access files: in particular, how much information about non-local files''\ 
Y; 
should be maintained locally? The advantages of maintaining information locally is 
that requests requiring it can be satisfied without incurring the overhead involved 1.2.;in 
first locating the information and then accessing it through the network. Certain 
highly interactive activity could be precluded if it required significant interactiotn with 
remote program server. But it would be impractical to keep all the information about 
all the files on the various hosts. This issue was specifically noted in the design of 
RSEXEC. A large part of what a RSEXEC program does is to locate the resources 
necessary to satisfy user requests. It can satisfy some requests directly whereas others ;-r .. 
may require interaction with one or more remote server programs. For example, an 
APPEND command may involve interaction with none, one· or two server programs 
depending upon where the two files are stored. 
RSEXEC maintains information about the non-local files a user is most likely 
to reference and to acquire information about others from remote server programs as 
necessary. It implements the strategy by distinguishing internally four file types: 
1. files in the Composite Directory; 
2. files resident at the local hosts which are not in the Composite Directory; 
3. files accesi ble via a bound device, and 
4. all other files. 
Information about files of type 1 and 3 is maintained locally by RSEXEC. It 
can acquire information about type 2 files directly from local TENEX monitor as 
necessary. No information about type 4 files is maintained locally;· whenever such 
information is needed it is acquired from appropriate remote server. File name 
. e ~ recognition and completion and the use of pathnames is restricted to file types 1, 2 and 
3. 
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The composite directory contains an entry for ~ach file in each of the composite 
directories specified in the users profile. At the start of each session the RSEXEC 
constructs the user's composite directory by gathering information from the server 
/ programs at the hosts specified in the user profile. Throught the session the RSEXEC 
·"modifies . the composite directory adding and deleting entries, as necessary. The 
composite directory contains information that can be accessed without incurring the 
overhead of going to the remote host each time it is needed. 
The RSEXEC regards the composite directory as an approximation to the state 
of the user files. The state of a given file is understood to be maintained by the 
TENEX monitor at the site where the file resides. The RSEXEC is aware that the 
outcome of any action it initiates involving a remote file dependes upon the file's state 
as determined by the appropriate remote TENEX monitor, and that the state 
information in the composite directory may be out of phase with the actual state. It is 
prepared to handle occasional failure of actions based on inaccurate information in the 
composite directory by giving the user an appropriate error message and updating the 
composite directory. Depending on the severity of the situation it may chose to change 
a single entry in the composite directory, reacquire all the information for a component 
directory, or rebuild the entire composite directory. 
Many applications exist for which it is possible to predict resource reference 
patterns at the time a process is created. In this situation it is frequently possible to 
optimize process placement to minimize 1/0 costs. In UNIX examples a program 
should behave in a predictable way, including the display editor vi, and the C compiler 
cc. 
When vi is run, the programs first action is to copy the file being edited into a 
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te"mporary file. Subs·equmd editing activity involves infrequent inter~ctions with the 
.users terminal and frequent 1/0 to the temporary file. Only when the editing process is 
completed does vi actually r~write the file on which it is operating. Provided that · 
temporary files are local to the running process, vi should be located on the host to 
which the terminanl is to be connected. 
Unlike vi, cc does 1/0 to the source files being compiled, temporary files, and to 
the object files produced as output. Usually both the source and the object files are 
stored in the same directory, often the current working directory. Consequently, 
' 
excluding 1/0 to temporary files, cc issues most 1/0 requests to the hosts on which the 
working directory resides. 
Both cc and vi create temporary files at run time. Placement of these files in a 
rapidly accessible file system is facilitated by the file name conventions in CO CAN ET. 
The files which do not include a host name and refer to the root directory ( e.g. /f) are 
interpreted within the local file system. By convention, UNIX systems support a. 
particular directory /tmp, within which temporary files are created. For a specific host, 
say ingvax in ingvax, this temporary directory can be explicitly referenced as 
/ingvax/tmp or can be implicitly referenced as /tmp by any process executing on 
ingvax. Thus, the path /tmp/filename is certain to be local to the process which issues 
f 
• 
the create. 
., , 
Placement of processes like cc and vi is thus reduced to the problem of 
communicating prefered placement information to the shell. Each host supports a 
library of commands which run local to the resources they access ( cc is such a 
command). When a command is issued by a user whose working directory is r~mote, 
the shell can check for a copy of the command in this lib.rary on the remote host before 
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checking the local library. If·.~ copy of a command is found it can be run. Thus, the 
·, 
process executes at the prefered location. Overhead associated with this scheme is low 
because the remote library is only searched when a user has a remote working library 
" 
and the ~search operation is inexpensive. 
Performance Enhancements for Data Transfer 
The heuristic command placement described in the preceding section avoids 
gross errors in process placement, but does not eliminate the possibilit'y thc{t processes 
, , may intensively access remote resources. This section describes two mechanisms which 
allow processes to access remote files more efficiently: asynchronous 1/0 and a copy 
system call. 
UNIX uses a read-ahead rr1echanism to avoid 1/0 delays when a process 
accesses a file sequentially. When consecutive read's are used to scan a file, the system 
prefetches blocks into a buffer cache in main memory. Subsequent requests for the 
prefetched blocks can be satisfied without blocking the process to wait for a disk 
,/ transfer to complete. 
Read-ahead is difficult to implement in a network environment because of the 
distributed update problem. An alternate scheme, which is quite easy to implement, 
permits processes to initiate asynchronous operations, that is, to start an 1/0 operation 
but not to block waiting for the operation to complete. Asynchronous 1/0 permits an 
application to control prefetching explicitly. A separate system call is used to wait for 
completion and to obtain completion status. 
Asynchronous read and write operations on remote ftles are supported. Read 
and write to local files can be done using the asynchronous interface, but the 
implementation actually perfoms such operations immediately when th.e request is 
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issued. An asynchronous read is 
aread( file-descriptor, buffer, length, routine). 
buffer and length identify the data to be sent and routine is the address of a routine to 
call when the 1/0 operation is completed. An aread call is the same as the standard 1 
UNIX read except for the completion routine argument. A system call is provided 
which waits for the result to be posted 
apost(id) 
where id is an identifier returned by aread or awrite. Asynchronous operations on a file 
descriptor are performed in the order in which they are issued. Requests to different 
descriptors for the same file are processed concurrently. a post blocks the process until 
an asynchronous request is called before apost returns. 
Asynchronous processing can avoid unnecessary 1/0 delays. In addition, it gives ) 
the application program the ability to prefetch several records simultaneously and to 
control prefetching explicitly when 1/0 is predictable,but not sequential. However, the 
mechanism is quite visible in comparison with the existing UNIX I/0 interface, and is 
therefore not helpful in the case of existing programs which cannot be changed easily. 
Recovery from asynchronous 1/0 errors can be difficult when multiple requests are 
issued to a single cha,.el. The problem is that the state of the remote resource may be 
unknown if several asyncl\r9nous 1/0 request have been issued and an error occurs on 
the first. The solution is to have the resource go into an error state in which all 
requests are ignored until an explicit synchronization request is received. 
The second enhancement for data transfer was to extend the copy system call 
provided in UNIX version 7 to remote files. To copy data from one file descriptor to 
another, a process uses the call 
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copy( so~rce-file-descriptor, destination-file-descriptor, length). 
. ' 
which copies data from the source to the destination file descriptor. Both descriptors 
can reference remote resources. A copy call is faster than doing a sequence of read's and 
write's. Q,n local resources, process switching time is reduced and data is not copied 
/, 
from kernel space to user space simply to be copied out ·again immediately. When copy 
' 
is used with remote file descriptor, the network uses a windowed transfer protocol 
which permits high data throughput. The display editor vi was modified to use. this call 
J 
to copy the file to be edited into the local temporary file. 
Error Recovery 
In unaugmented implementations of NOS, users' requests often • require 
cooperation with one or more remote hosts. When such cooperation is necessary the 
NOS interacts with a "service" program part of the NOS at the remote host according 
\ 
. \ 
to a prearranged protocol. Observing the protocol, the NOS can instruct a service 
program to perform actions on its behalf to satisfy its users' requests. Each host runs 
the service program as a "demon" process which is prepared to provide service to any 
remote process that observes protocol. 
A major requirement of the server program implementation r1s' that it be 
resilient to failure. The server should be able to recover gracefully from common error 
situations, and more important it should be able to "localize" the effect of those from 
which it can't. At any given time the server may simultaneously be acting on behalf of 
') 
·' 
' ~, 
' ·,' 
a number of user programs at different hosts. A malfunctioning or malicious user 
program should not be able to force termination of the entire service program. Further, 
it should not be able adversely effect the quality of service received by other users. 
To achieve resiliency the RSEXEC server program is implemented as · a 
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hierarchy of loosely connected, cooperating processes· (figure 4.1): · 
1. The RSSER process is at the root of the hierarchy. Its duty is to create and 
maintain the other processes; 
2. REQSER process are created in response to requests for service. There is one for 
each non-local user being served. 
3. A STASER process maintains status information about server programs at other 
sites. 
When service is requested by a non-local program, the RSSER program creates 
a REQSER process to provide it. The REQSER process responds to requests by non- · 1 · 
local program as governed by the protocol. When the non-local program signals that it 
requires no further service, the REQSER halts and is terminated by RSSER. 
The STASER process maintaines an up-to-date record of the status of the 
server programs at other hosts by exchanging information with the STASER processes 
at the other hosts. The most straight forward way to keep up-to-date information 
would be to have each STASER process to "broadcast" its own status to the others. 
' 
But this is not possible with connection based host to host protocol of ARP ANET. So 
each STASER process performs its task by: 
1. periodically requesting a status report from each of the other processes, and 
, 
2. sending status information to the other processes as requested. 
To request· a STASER request from another STASER process, STASER 
attempts to establish a connection to a "well known" port maintained in a "listening" 
post by the other process. If the other process is up and running, the connection 
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attempt succeeds and status information is sent · to the requesting process. The 
reporting process then returns the well-known port to the listening state so that it can 
respond to requests from other processes. The requesting process uses the status report 
to update an appropriate status table entry. If the connection attempt does not 
· ·succeed within a specified time period, the requesting process records the event as a 
missed report in an appropriate status table entry. 
When the server program at the host first comes up, the status table is 
fl:i 
initialized by marking the server program at the other hosts as down. After a 
particular server is marked as down, STASER must collect a number of stat<us reports 
from it before it can mark the program as up and useful. If, on its way up, the program 
misses several consecutive reports its "report count" is zeroed. By requiring a number 
of status reports from a remote server before marking it as up, STASER is requiring 
that the remote program has functioned "properly" for a while. As a result, the 
likelihood that it is in a stable state capable of serving local RSEXEC programs is 
increased. STASER is willing to attribute occasionally missed reports as being due to 
"random" fluctuations in network or host responses. However, consistent failure of a 
remote server to report is taken to mean that the program is unusable and results in it 
being marked as down. 
Because up-to-date status information is crucial to the operation of RSEXEC 
system is important that failure of the STASER process be infrequent, and that when 
a failure does occur, it is detected and corrected quickly. STASER itself is programmed 
to cope with common errors.· However error situations can arise from which STASER is 
.t 
incapable of recovering. These situations are usually the result of infrequent and 
unexpected "network" events such as host-host protocol violations and lost or garbled 
messages. Such-situations are irreproducible making their.nature difficult to understand 
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and program for. When, ,functioning properly· the STASER process "reports in" 
periodically. If it fails to report as expected RSSER assumes that it has malfunctioned 
and restarts it. 
In COCANET UNIX a simple recovery mechanis1 is used to detect when a 
remote machine crashes and to notify all processes which were using resources on that 
machine that it has crashed. A crash is detected either when a message cannot be sent 
to a machine or the network software incarnation number included in all messages does 
not match the incarnation number in the previous message from that machine. After a 
crash has been detected, all open channels to that machine are set to an error state. 
Consequently, the next operation on the channel will fail. Server processes exit when 
message transmission fail so the local resources bound to processes on the machine that 
crashed are released. The network manager and server processes send status check 
messages on channels which have not received a message for some tome to ensure that 
a crash will be detected. 
4.1.2.2 Issues !lf Augmented Configuration 
Two major issues for the augmented configuration are: 
II - cost of providing the NIMs. 
4.1.2.2.1 Attaching N/Ms 1Q The Hosts 
Attaching NIMs to a host can be accomplished in two ways: implementation of 
NIM as dedicated host on the network or as a front end processor to the ·host. A major 
"\ 
advantage of implementing the NIM as 3r dedicated computer attached to the 
-
subnetwork • IS the consequent utilization of host-host protocol to support 
communication between NIM and hosts. The disadvantage is forgoing the simplification 
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of connecting hosts which are ill suited to interactive use. 
Logging into !.!l Aucmented Network Operating System 
. 
Two basic approaches to logging into NOS can be considered 
1) Indirectly logging into NOS {by logging into the host and invoking NOS support 
software), 
2) Directly logging into the NOS (by logging into a NIM). 
a' 
The first approach potentially allows the network user to see the network as an 
extension of the host and to use the same command language as that used by the host 
computer. 
The second approach seems more natural from the NOS viewpoint since it 
permits equal treatment of all hosts. Thus the user physically logs into the NIM, issues 
commands to the NIM, receives response from the NIM, and in general has the NIM 
acting as a mediator between the user issuing the request and the systems satisfying 
· them. This approach also simplifies support of utility functions. 
Utility Support 
Effective support of network users is facilitated through the existence of certain 
support capabilities, e.g. editors that function in an identical manner regardless of the 
host to which one is attached. Such utilities can be provided on the NIM. Use of these 
facilities can be made more effective by providing any input file or data needed also to 
be located at the NIM. This can be achieved through the implementation of data 
transfer mechanisms to be discussed in section 4.3.2. 
4.1.2.2.2 Cost Rf. Providing N/Ms 
Costs of NIMs to be provided depends on two factors 
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. i ~ Computational· requirements, and 
ii - N um her of NIMs provided 
Computational Requirements 
Computational requirements can be for ei~her the user-system interface, system-
system interface or for utility support. 
Q 
Computational requirements for the system-user interfacing can be divided into: 
a) support of the common command language for file manipulation and the job 
) execution command, and b) support of NIM independent interactions. Typically for an 
individual user, average time between issuing commands in the first category would be 
r on the order of minutes. The second category of interaction occurs when no interaction 
. ,> by the NIM is required, e.g., the user is interactj:r:1.g with a program, and the only 
computational support is that of forwarding commands or responses. We assume that 
the overhead in handling such commands is minimal. 
Computational requirements of system-system interface are a) those required to 
provide a network wide interprocess communication (IPC) mechanism, and b) those 
required to support translation. and transformation of records generated by remote 
record access. 
IPC is used to support both user-~ystem and system-system interfacing. The 
former is invoked relatively infrequently. The mean time between occurances of remote 
record accesses by an ·individual is also expected to be on the order of minutes due to 
the subnetwork delays which occur in accessing remote hosts. Moreover, computational 
support of the translation and transformation requirement generated by a remote 
record access is relatively minor. 
Utility support, particularly editing, can_ require a significant fraction of system · 
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resources. However, such support offloads from the host a function which it could 
' ' provide (for interactive systems). Since this is done, in part, as a convenience for the 
host, the requirement for the supporting utility functions should not be directly 
counted against NIM computational requirements. 
Number !2f N/Ms provided 
The cost of providing NIMs is dependent upon the number supported and the 
size of each. Assuming that NIMs are implemented as hosts on the ~ommunication 
subnetworks, the minimum number of NIMs is 1. A likely upper bound is one for each 
host. In an operational version a likely number used will be heavily influenced by a 
combination of performance considerations and the opportunity which NIMs afford for 
offloading certain utility functions ( such as editing) from the hosts. A reasonable initial 
. estimate for an operational environment would be one NIM per operating system class. 
Utilization of a NIM would become increasingly cost effective if declining 
hardware costs are balanced against increasing software implementation costs. Having 
a NIM instead of software on the hosts is also attractive because it obviates 
reimplementation of functionally similar modules. All the NIMs could be maintained by 
NIM suppliers thus reducing the costly manpower required to that required by the 
suppliers instead of at least one at each host site. Implementation of a NIM is also a 
one time cost compared to continuing cost of maintaining programmers. 
Utilization of NIMs also permits offloading certain terminal support functions 
from the mainframe. As a result, system efficiency is potentially improved and systems 
which are illsuited for interactive utilization are made 'more usable in a networking 
environment. Relation between NIM and host is a major factor too in any final decision 
on the number of NIMs to be used. 
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4.2 The User-System Interface 
' A NOS should present a standardized view of the network resources to its users 
and should provide ease of access . to those resource.s. This section considers 
implemention approaches for a user-system interface that provide these function for the 
NOS. 
4.2.1 Implementation Requirements 
The network user should be able to view network resources in the same manner 
that a user would view an individual ~ystem. A user knows of files in his workplace, but 
' generally is not concerned with the complexities of the phys~c.al device upon which they 
are located. Likewise, the network user should be able to tell where his files are on the 
network but should be insulated from the intricacies of the physical system on which 
the files reside. In addition, since a user would like to view a network as an entity, a 
common command language is desirable to support communication with both 
individual hosts and accross hosts. 
Many NOS implementations provide these capabilities through a Network Wide 
Directory System (NWDS). It describes the user, the user's files and available systems 
of the network. The NWDS also provides a common command language facility for 
manipulating known files and running programs. 
4.3 System-System Interfacing 
Successful system-system interfacing within a NOS environment requires two ::: 
primary functio~s: 
1) a means for transmitting data between systems, and 
2) . a mechanism for accessing and preserving the meaning of structured data as it is 
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transmitted accross heterog_enous systems. 
The first feature is provided by Interprocess Communication (IPC), and the second by 
a Remote Record Access (RAR) capability. 
\ This section will contain a detailed discussion of system-system interfacing and 
identify required functional capabilities and support mechanisms, while considering 
different alternatives. 
4.3.1 Inter Process Communication 
Interprocess communication (IPC) provides the basic mechanism for initiating 
and controlling the flow of data between cooperating processes. Since processes are the 
only active entities within a computer system, IPC is a basic building block for 
supporting communication between computers. 
4.3.2 Remote Record Access 
Remote record access permits a process executing in one computer to access 
data records located in another computer at run time. This requires transmitting data 
between possibly dissimilar hosts which is complicated by physical incompatibilities 
between the data as required/maintained by the systems. 
Physical incompatibilities include differences in word length, character packing, 
sign bit location, and data encoding ( e.g., character sets or use of 2's versus l's 
complement representation of numeric data. A translator is required to convert data 
from the internal format of one host to that of another. Organizational compabilities 
between data bases, on the other hand, results in need for a transformer to modify the 
format of files and data items (e.g., reorder and concatenate the data fields of a record 
before transmitting that data to requesting host). 
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The provision of remote record access capability, then, requires: 
1) a mechanism for selecting a record from a file/database containing it, 
2) a record translator to preserve its meaning in transmitting the record between 
dissimilar hosts, and 
3) a record transformer to permit the alteration of the record structures. 
Supporting these functions implies a need for meal}S to describing the physical and 
organizational chracteristics of the hosts. It should be noted that the same functions 
could be repeated iteratively when a file is being transferred between dissimilar hosts, 
thus forming a File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for structured files. 
These functional components will be discussed in detail and, to better illustrate 
the associated information requirements,· an example. will be described in which a 
process on one host requests a data record from a dissimilar host on the network. As 
illustrated in fig 4.x, the host containing the remote record is called the Data host 
{Dhost) and that bearing the accessing program is called the Process host (Phost). 
Record Selection 
The precise mechanism which supports record selection .is dependent upon 
capabilities existing at the host computer including those provided by a database 
management system, if any.The basic communication support discussed below assumes 
the existence of a suitable mechanism for retreiving a record based on a unique key, if 
random access is being used or, alternatively, the keyword 'next' if sequential access is 
being used. 
Assume that Phost issues a request for a record on the Dhost. · This request 
when received by NIM is forwarded to the Dhost, accompanied by any additional 
descriptive information needed by the selector. Such informatio.n would include the host 
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specific file name as determined by the Network Wide Directory System. 
Upon receipt of the request by the Dhost, a record selector is responsible for 
retrieving and transmitting it to the record translator. Figure 4.2 shows all data fields · 
in character notation, it should be understood that these data items are actually in the 
machine representation of the appropriate data type (e.g., integer, real, logical,· 
character, binary). 
Record Translation 
Record translation preserves the logical record structure and data element type 
(e.g., integer, real, logical, chracter, binary) and, for arithmetic data elements, 
precision. Thus the record translator must know the exact format of the record to be 
translated down to the data item-a level of detail analogous to that contained in a 
FORTRAN format statement ( e.g. 412, 3X, 2A3, 3F2.3). In addition, the internal 
format of all data types must be known for each computer that is supported· on the 
network. 
Placement of the record translator at the host requires its coding for each 
separate host architecture and increases the impact of the network on the host. For· 
both these reasons it is preferable to implement it on the NIM. 
Given that translation is to be supported on the NIM, the remaining issue is 
whether to map directly from source to destination form or to proceed via a cominon 
intermediate form. The substantial simplification in implementation is afforded by the 
( 
intermediate Network Normal Form (NNF). Figure 4.3 shows the Dhost record in a 
possible NNF format (which in this case is in chracter representation). Once the record 
has been transformed to_ meet the needs of the requesting process (Figure 4.4), it is 
again translated-this time the bit representation required by the Phost, a process that 
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is essentially the inverse of the original, Table-driven translation from ·nhost format to 
NNF. Figure· 4.5 the record in the Phost format. The resulting record is then 
transmitted to the Phost and returned to the requested process. 
The communication subnet often supports chracter translation. Therefore it 
would seem reasonable to have the translatio·n of characters data handled by the 
subnet, thus reducing the translation requirements to the minimum. However, it is 
,· 
unreasonable to assume the exclusive use of character-oriented data, such network 
capabilities can not be relied upon for general case. It may be desirable however to add 
a capability to NOS a default to such subnetwork handling of data when dealing with 
character only data. 
Record Transformation 
1 Record transformation supports modification of both the logical structure of the 
•. 
record and individual data elements. The record transformation function matches the 
information transmitted to the needs of the receiver or to ensure protection of sensitive 
information (e.g., matching the data to the access rights of the receiver by omitting 
sensitive information from the record before transmitting it to the requesting process). 
Such transformation affects the logical structure of the record through one of the three 
basic transformation types: 
• logical, 
• arithmetic, or 
• string. 
Logical transformations such as AND or OR generate logical boolean strings 
resulting from the bit by bit ANDing and ORing of two successive strings. Arithmetic 
transformations such as +, - , /, X act as would be expected. String operations can be 
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quite ·complex. as evidenced by the capabilities of the. string manipulating languages. 
Initially a concatenation capability, and algorithms for data compression and 
decompresion of textual information seem desirabl~. 
As with the record translator, support of the record transformer is implemented 
more efficiently on the NIM. This follows from the transformer having to act on the 
record in the NNF form. 
Secure Environments 
The enhanced access to system resources provided by NOS requires a suitable 
collection of access control mechanisms. Not only must a user's identity be verified at 
login time, but access on his behalf to NOS maintained accounts on remote systems 
and to files, records and fields within those systems must ~also be controlled. 
Once the decision has been made to control access to network resources, the 
ability to protect data during transmission becomes a further requirement. A proper 
encryption key management mechanism would have to be determined for the NOS 
environment. • 
An examgk Qf M augmented configura.tion NOS 
This section describes an Experimental Network Operating System (XNOS) 
implemented at the National Bureau of Standards (NBS). 
XNOS overview 
XNOS functionality can ~ divided into two basic categories: 
i) provision of a uniform user viewpoint across heterogeneous systems, and 
ii) provision of a uniform mechanism to support intersystem interaction. 
Critical discussion of a network operating system requires prior establishment of the 
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environment in which it· is to be implemented. XNOS implementation assumes:· 
• 
~, ... ~.. > " 
. Prior existence of resources- precluding implementation of a new, distributed 
operating system and requiring, insted, use of the existing operating system on 
those systems supported by the network operating system . 
. Incision minimization-modification to operating systems are strongly 
discouraged to encourage operational acceptance of network- operating system in a 
mission oriented environment. / 
.Offloading-to minimize local host overhead in supporting a network operating 
system . 
. Uniform network wide resource access and control language-requiring network 
users to learn the XNOS-, command language rather than supporting direct 
traslation between the local and remote system command languages for resource 
access and control. 
The initial XNOS prototype implementation supported the MULTICS, 
TENEX, TOPS-10 and UNIX operating systems attached to the Arpanet. Moreover, 
offloading was accomplished through implementing essentially all software in the 
programming language C on a PDP-11/45 running Unix. Figure 4.6 illustrates this 
implementation environment. 
A user generally interacts with systems via a command language. Excluding 
utilities, a command language provides a basic mechanism for manipulating files and 
running jobs. Accordingly, XNOS provides a common command language across 
heterogeneous systems together with distributed job execution capability .. 
The XNOS common command language for file manipll:lation is illustrated in 
figure 4.7. The relative paucity of commands in comparison with the number usually 
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found in an operating system command manual reflects the fact the most such 
command relate to. the assignment of data across devices. Such commands are 
inappropriate for the network user interested in accessing resources and uninterested 
in the intricacies of system configurations. Since ,, the distributed job execution 
capability presumes no-setup jobs, only a single command is required. Multi-step 
jobs can be handled by stacking a. series of, individual commands. To facilitate user 
entry of such commands, a prompting facility is provided. 
Supporting uniform system-system interactions 
System-system interaction is supported within XNOS by two major functional 
components: 
i) a network wide interprocess communication mechanism. and 
ii) a Remote Record Access mechanism for preserving the meaning of 
structured data 
being transmitted between heterogeneous systems. 
XNOS interprocess communication only provides a mechanism for two 
processes located in different systems to communicate. It does not provide an ability 
for remote process invocation and control nor does it provide synchronization 
capabilities. Since the exsisting mechanism does not represent a contribution to 
advancing the current state of the art, we shall not describe it further. Functionally the 
primitives which it provides represent a limited subset of those provided by MSG. 
Implementation is via Telnet links rather than raw connections., however. 
The following description emphasizes the local nature of the interaction and 
adds appropriate comments indicating problems requiring additional consideration. 
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Describing XNOS Remote Record Access (XRRA) is facilitated by discussion 
the major sequence of processing action which must be perfomed in transmitting data 
between a system (sender) containing a buffer of structured data and a Receiver 
system. A logical overview of XRRA is contained in figure 4.8. 
XRRA assume: 
i) the sender data exists within a buffer, 
ii) a sender Logical Record exists, and 
iii) data type encoding as well as system/language dependent information 
" 
describing how the graph of the record is mapped to its buffer representation exist. 
Items (ii) and (iii) are assumed to be maintained by XNOS as part of XRRA on 
the experimental Network Interface Machine (XNIM) indicated in figure 4.9. 
Data generated by the sender is transmitted to the XNIM, where it is converted 
to a Common Network Representation termed a Network Normal Form in the XNOS 
terminology. After conversion, a name map table is used to effect th~ appropriate 
mapping between Sender and Receiver data. Thereafter, the data is reconverted to the 
form appropriate to the Receiver. Figure 4.10 illustrates this process. Figure 4.11 
describe the record as it exists on the Sender system; figure 4.12 describe the record as 
it is to exist on the Receiver system; and figure 4.13 shows the name map table 
establishing the interrelationship between Sender and Receiver records. 
XRRA representation of boolean, binary and character data is unsurprising. 
Representatio~ __ Jrrea,!~ and integers is -accomplished through transformation to the 
equivalent ASCII character string. This has the disadvantage of expanding·the amount · 
of s.pace required for their representation. It has the advantage ·of assuring that no 
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information is lost in performing arithmetic· operations indicated · in the name map 
table. This· reflects the possibility of using character based, arbitrary precision 
arithmetic packages. Note that this does not eliminate the round off errors which are 
inevitable in going from say, a machine with a word length of 64 bits to one with a 
word length of 16 bits. Ho'Yever, it does assure that no precision will be lost within 
XNOS. 
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Chapter 5 
An Example of a NOS 
This chapter will give a detailed example of a network operating system along 
the lines of discussion in previous chapters. There are other network operating systems 
available. Selection of National Software Works (NSW) network operating system is 
based on availability of detailed documentation rather than on any comparative study. 
NSW NOS was designed and implemented as a joint effort of Bolt, Beranek and 
. 
Newman, Inc., Massachusetts Computer Associates, MIT, SRI International, UCLA, 
supported by the Advanced Research Project Agency of Department of Defence and 
monitored by the' Rome Air Development Center. Its aim was to design and implement 
a NOS to support software development process by means of providing access to 
\ 
variety of tools (Project Management Tools and Software Production tools such as 
editors, compilers, file systems etc.). 
5.1 System Architecture 
NSW components may be viewed as distributed processes cooperating to 
provide new services. These processes run on different host computers and are 
coordinated by the NSW monitor. Its basic components are: 
• MSG - the interprocess communications facility, 
• Front end - the user interface, 
• Foreman - providing the tool execution environment, 
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• File Package - the ftle handling facility, and 
• Works Manager - the monitor. 
NSW defines its specific interprocess communication protocol for 
.. 
intercomponent communication called MSG. MSG establishes the type of interprocess 
communication needed for NSW in such a way, that a variety of different computer 
networks may be used as target systems for implementation. 
The system components providing to the user a uniform mode of access to 
NSW tools is called the Front-End. One of its elementary functions is to interface 
various types of interactive terminals to the system via a virtual terminal protocol 
which causes, that all these terminals look alike to the other NSW components with 
respect to their communication characteristics and control functions. Triggering of local 
host functions by means of special control characters as intercepted before they affect 
the local operating system. Front-End introduces a standard set of control functions to 
control tool operation and insulates the user of the pecularities of different host 
operting systems. 
All requests for NSW specific resources ( e.g. file access) issued by tools 
operating on different computers are taken care of by the NSW monitor called the 
Works Manager, which is responsible for access control, accounting and auditing .... .\s a 
result no tool can request any resource from the Loe~ host operating system directly; 
its requests are intercepted by a NSW component called Foreman and refered to the 
NSW monitor via the MSG. In addition, the Foreman provides the tool with a link to 
the user via MSG to the front end. This interception of any tool's operating system 
calls for resource allocation/deallocation and intercommunication with other NSW 
components is accomplished by the Foreman without modification to the Local 
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operating systems. 
The NSW component responsible for translation of data representation, 
reformatting and file movement is called the File Package. 
The NSW components are conceptually considered as processes which are 
distributed over a set of hosts constituting the target network on which NSW is 
implemented. Each participating host allowing for user access to NSW has a Front 
End, each tool bearing host a Foreman, each host providing for NSW file storage has a 
File Package and to allow for NSW component intercommunications, each host in 
NSW has a MSG-server process. The number of incarnations of a NSW-component at 
a single host, i.e. the number of processes representing executing NSW-components, 
may vary, e.g. a Foreman process is attached to each active tool, a Front End process 
to each active user. Though the functional specification of NSW-components are fixed, 
implementations may vary considerably for different types of host systems. ' 
NSW component cooperation and allocation of NSW specific resources 
(primarily files) is controll~d by the NSW monitor which is called the Works Manager. 
Works Manager is designed to satisfy the following external requirements: 
• support of large scale operation with respect to number of concurrent users. 
As many as one thousand concurrent users are considered, resulting e.g. in a large 
amount of storage space to be managed for administative purpose, like for catalogues 
of files, control blocks, etc. 
• if large scale operation. is to be supported, system failures are likely to be 
catastrophic and cause high costs. This asks for a fault tolerant behaviour of the 
Works Manager, i.e. component faliures may only result in performance degadation 
and affect only a limited number of users 
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• since NSW is designed to he implemented on· existing host computers and 
base operating system no special hardware to support reliability can be used. 
5.2 User Interface 
Front end is the NSW component that provides terminal access via a coherent 
NSW user interface to the tools and services . of the works manager and thus makes 
available a broad spectrum of services on a computer local to a user. The front end as 
the user's "intelligent" work place is designated to provide commonly used tools, user 
interface assistance to NSW tools and services and background intelligent agents of 
auxiliary tasks. The major design goals were in particular to 
• provide a responsive, consistent user interface 
• 
• reduce communication costs and tool bearing host overhead 
• provide terminal independent user and tool interface 
• allow for low cost user interface modification and experimentation 
• accomodate various classes of tools 
To meet these design goals a modular design of the front end was chosen. The 
major components are shown in figure 5.1. They may be seperated into three classes 
• Modules, comprising all programs with which the user interacts during 
command specification and which communicate with the tool. These include the Virtual 
Terminal Protocol, the command language interpreter and the process communication 
interface. 
• Database and data structures associated with the user interface mechanism, 
like the grammar for driving the Command Language Interpreter, a user profile for 
" 
adjusting user interaction characteristics, a help data base for supporting command. 
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specification, statistics on user interaction (for gathering data o.n command frequecies, 
error type fre·quencies, number of access to help facilities, system responsiveness, etc.). 
Command Meta Language (CML) source programs (specifying the user interface in a 
high level language called CML. When· compiled, (a grammar that drives the 
Command Language Interpreter is obtained) and prespecified command sequences 
implementing high level commands. 
• Auxiliary tools to allow the user or tool builder to create and evaluate the 
above data base and data structures, like the CML-compiler, the user profile tool, help 
tool, statistics analysis programs and command sequence processor. 
The Front End was designed to handle three classes of tools: nonintegrated, 
partially integrated and fully integrated tools. 
Nonintegrated tools ase simply handled by making the Front End transparent; 
in this case no services are provided to make the user interface more consistent. A more 
effective Front End can be provided if the characters that are input before a 
terminating character are buffered: local editing capability can be used to automatically 
terminate commands and their parameters with special sets of characters as required 
by the tool command laguage interpreter. 
For Partially integrated tools, the tool installer can write a user interface 
description in CML to take advantage of Front End services, such as help features, 
consistent intracommand. editing characters and user profile. The result of a successful 
parse of a command is a string in the command language req,uired by the tool. Strings 
returning from the tool ( e.g. error messages) are parsed possibly converted or passed on 
r:'-4 
.. -
to the user. 
Fully integatec;J tools use all of the Front End services. The tool builder has to 
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create a set of primitives for_ the information processing functions of the tool, a 
communication interface, a CML description of the user interface and a help data base. 
He need not be concerned with terminal control, command interpreter, providing help 
or user profile services. Modification of the user interface to the tool require merely a 
few edits in the CML source file and recoµipilation of the grammar. 
5.2 Data Migration 
The NSW file system as a part of the tool environment is a means to make the 
output of one tool available as an input to another tool, regardless of the tool location 
and the kind of the host computer system. Thus the primary function of the File 
Package is the creation of copies of NSW files which are suitable as input to tools. 
A secondary function of the File Package is to· import external files into the 
NSW file system and vice versa and to take care of the peripheral operations like 
reading and writing tapes, etc. 
To understand the functional requirements to be met by the File Package, it is 
necessary to consider a breif overview of the concepts of the NSW file system: The 
Worksmanager maintains a catalogue of all files in the NSW global file space, i.e. of all 
NSW files to which only the Worksmanager has direct access. From the logical point of 
view, a global NSW file is represented by a NSW name to which a list of names of the 
physical copies of the file is associated. The NSW name of the file is syntactically_ 
uniform for the entire NSW system and is usually assigned by the user; the nam~ of a 
physical file copy includes the complete network address which uniquely identifies the 
location of the copy within the NSW system. 
Multiple physical copies of the NSW files are logically indistinguishable, so it of 
no concern to the user which copy of the file will actually be selected to fulfill his or his 
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tool's request for access to an NSW file. 
i7 
To create a new physical copy of a NSW file, which is the main function of the 
File Package, two instances of the File Package (File Package processes) will be 
involved, unless a local copy is already available at the host to which the new copy is 
to be assigned: a "receiver" File Package on the host desiring the copy and a "donor" 
File Package at the host providing the file to be copied. Of these two file package 
processes involved,. the "receiver" is responsible for driving the copy with a structure, 
which is equivalent to the structure of the original. 
The "receiver" has the right to select as the original .any file in a given list of 
physical copies of a global NSW file. Three different situations may arise: 
• A local copy is available at the receiver's host 
• A family copy may be obtained, i.e. there is an original available on a foreign 
host supporting the local file formats (the foreign host is compatible to the local host 
and th us belong to the same host "family") 
• There is only an original available on a foreign host which does not support 
local file format; a translation of file formats is required ( forced translation) 
Availability of a local copy allows for the most efficient way of copying and 
only one File Package is involved in this case; the copy procedure can be implemented 
entirely within the local operating system. 
In the case of the family copy to be obtained, the copy operation consists in 
encoding the. source file in the serial fashion and subsequentlI reproducing an 
indistinguishable file copy. This is equivalent to "saving" ·a file on e.g. magnetic tape 
and "restoring" it, where the "save" procedure is exactly the operation to be performed 
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by the donor while the restore_ procedure is executed by the receiver. Within each host 
family a unique "save" /"restore" encoding has to be maintained. 
In case of incompatibility w.r.t. file formats and data representations and 
translation of "donor" file has to be forced to reproduce an.identical logical structure of 
the file copy. The approach taken in the NSW-system to provide for file translation is 
to introduce a standard "intermediate" language (IL) for file encoding: the "donor" 
uses IL to encode the original the "receiver" subsequently decodes and stores the file. 
Before a file copy operation can be initialted by the participating File· Package 
processes, the "donor" may be requested by the "receiver" to analyse the existing file 
and provide information about its physical structure. This will aid hosts requiring pre-
allocation of file space and will help to ensure that the created copy will be physically 
acceptable to the tool which requested the file ( e.g. a host may see the file as sequences 
of logically grouped records or as a stream of bytes with no logical structure being 
overlaid). 
Finally the File Package has to provide a delete function to achieve the inverse 
of a copy operation, i.e. to delete an NSW file copy by removing the physical copy 
name from the host files catalougue. 
· The physical copy name of an NSW file copy has to be specified as an argument 
for each of the above three File Package functions. Elements of the physical copy name 
have to provide the name of the host, where the copy resides, the name of the directory 
of that host in which the local file name is recorded, the password needed to access the 
directory, the host dependent (local) ·name of the copy, information on the host 
dependent physical structure. As for latter, NSW differentiates between text files, 
formatted text files and binary files, consisting of sequences of n-bit bytes with 2n bit 
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pat.terns allowed._ 
· As indicated above the copy function of the File Package includes file 
\ 
movement {file transfer) which may be divided into three classes: 
• Importation of files from outside the NSW system, which will be a local 
operation if NSW controlled file space is available locally 
• Exportation of NSW files 
• Movement of files within the NSW file space 
Request for file transfer are limited via the Works Manager, the requester being 
either the Foreman on behalf of a tool (movement within the NSW file space) or a user 
(importation/ exportation). 
The Works Manager invokes the file package copy function using a Send 
Generic message addressed to any File Package process at the same host as the 
requesting tool or user, specifying the following parameters: 
• a list of physical copy names, giving the name of source file candidates 
• the physical structure of the copy to be made 
• the name of the file copy to be entered into the destination host's directory 
(used when exporting a file) 
• a list of prefered and a list of unacceptable host families to be considered if 
forced translation · is necessary 
• the identification of the workspace at the receiving · host to store an 
(addition.~}) physical copy for exclusive use by tool. 
NSW-controlled file space to receive th.e new copy need not be specified, 
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because this file space will be selected by the receiving File Package. The "receiver" 
keeps track of local NSW file spaces by means of a local file "File Package Dat-a Base". 
The structure of the File Package can be thought of as consisting of three 
groups of modules: 
• Top level control, comprising all modules for File Package initialization, 
reception of messages and alarms (via MSG) and interpretation of requests for File 
Package functions 
• Function controllers, one controller being associated with each of the 
functions (copy, delete, analyze) 
• MSG and local operating system interface m~dules 
5.3 Nwtwork Job Execution 
The Foreman provides as the local-to-the-tool component of NSW a tool 
process (i.e. dynamic instance of a tool) with its NSW execution environment 
Every tool process runs under the control of a Foreman; the Foreman has the 
responsibilty for creating a tool process and subsequently removing it. In addition, the 
Foreman has the responsibilty for creating a tool process and subsequently removing it. 
In addition, the Foreman provides support for NSW resource utilization accounting. 
General design aspects of the Foreman are: 
• ·each tool must be prevented from interfering with other tools and other 
processes running on the same host operating system 
• to achieve as much independence of the structure of any local operating 
system as possilble, the concept of the foreman has to be designated such, that it 
avoids to rely on any particular features of any particular features of any system 
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To provide the execution environment of a tool, the Foreman has two defined 
interfaces: · 
• an interface between the NSW components ( e.g. Front End and Works 
Manager) and the foreman, which is organized around the MSG message passing 
capability and used by the Front End and Works Manager to instruct the Foreman 
about handling the tool process while the Foreman uses this interface to request Front 
End and Works Manager services on behalf of the tool process 
• an interface between the tool process and the Foreman, which is used· to create 
an operating system like environment for the tool process. Through this interface the 
tool can invoke various functions produced by the NSW environment to augment the 
local operating system environment, Though this interface is ~ell defined, it can take 
any number of different forms, depending on the implementers choice and the facilities 
of the host operating system. Possible types of Foreman/tllo linkage include subroutine 
calls (as realized in the Multics system) and operating system calls (like SVC in IBM 
system). 
To illustrate the role of the Foreman in NSW, the following scenario of the 
beginning of a NSW session is used: Let us assume, that the User has a dedicated 
Front End process assigned to handle his terminal. This Front End process starts 
., 
p~pting the user for his login information. After the required infomation is 
accumulated, the Front End process sends these data to a Works Manager process 
using the generic addressing facility of MSG. The Works Manager process in turn 
verifies the login information and notes the full name of the Front End process which is 
then informed by a specifically addressed message from the works Manager of success 
or failure of the login. If the login was successful, the Front End process gathers the 
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name of the tool the user wants to run together with all other pertinent information 
and sends a tool request generically to any Works Manager process. The receiving 
Works Manager Process verifies, if the user is authorized to use the tool, and if so, 
retrieves ,the tool description from an internal Works Manager data base. The Works 
Manager . now sends a generic message containing the tool information and the MSG 
name of the Front End process to a Foreman process on host which has been selected 
to run the tool process. 
The Foreman process selects a workspace for the tool and establishies the tool 
process in this workspace. Addressing the Work Manager process specifically, the 
Foreman process returns the identification of the allocated workspace together with the 
name of the tool process which has been created; this name may be different from the 
Foreman process name, The Works Manager process in turn sends a specifically 
addressed message to the user's Front End process, giving the MSG names of the 
tool/Foreman. Now Front End process and tool/Foreman can communicate directly 
using the connection mode of communication. 
As the above scenario shows, the MSG facility is responsible for the allocation 
of Foreman processes via generic messages. After initialization a foreman is receptive 
. via the Receive Generic capability for Worksmanager messages commanding to initiate 
a new process tool. The Works Manger retrieves the host specific name for this tool 
from a static tool descriptor it maintains for each tool. 
Prior to initiating the tool, the foreman selects a Workspace in which to run 
the tool. The set of workspaces at a tool bearing host is managed by the set of foeman, 
it is the task of the Works Manager to initiate movement of files into and out of this 
workspace. Thus the Works Manager has to be informed by the Foreman, to which 
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workspace a tool has been assigned. · 
The works Manager keeps lists of all workspace with currently running tools; 
the information stored in these lists can help Foreman to recover from a· system crash 
without losing user files left in workspace. The tool descriptor provided by the works 
Manager includes information on the nature of the tool; i.e. if the tool is a fully 
integrated (new) tool, a non integrated (old) ·tool or something is between. 
A fully integrated tool will usually request NSW files directly and set up its own 
communication path to other components, like a Front End process; such a tool is 
completely aware of its operating environment. In_ contrast a nonintrgrated tool can be 
insulated by the Foreman its operating environment. 
The tool descriptor enables the Foreman to adjust itself to provide the correct 
environment for the tool to be run. 
Tool termination may be accomplished in two ways: either directly by the tool 
or indirectly by an explicit NSW command from the user. 
Direct termination is achieved by using the primitive HAL TME provided by the 
Foreman. A parameter indicates the type of file processing to be done by the foreman: 
no file processing, saving of user specified files or automatic saving of the lat(;!st copies 
of modified files. Finally when all peripheral operations· by the Foreman are completed 
and after having perfomed house keeping operations like closing open connections, the 
Foreman terminates itself using the MSG primitive Stop Me. 
Indirect termination is initiated by the Foreman after having received a so called 
' 
FMENDTOOL message either from the Frontend or from the Woksmanager. After the 
\ 
tool is halted, the Foreman proceeds with the termination sequence as in the previous 
case. 
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To allow for a close monitoring of tool execution in terms of resource utilization 
and progress· through its algorithm, an externally invocable· Foreman function is 
provided for probing the current tool execution ststus. Status probing may be requested 
by the Works Manager or a designated Front End process. This Foreman fuction is 
invocable via an alarm ( c.f. MSG) with a special alarm code being set by the requestor. 
The NSW tool execution environment is characterized by the NSW specific 
Facilities for intercomponent communication, dynamic creation of NSW entities (both 
provided by the Foreman and other NSW components. The NSW file system provides 
two distinct file spaces, where items can be independently manipulated: the sharable 
NSW global file space and the nonsharabal temporary workspace (local file space). Tools 
may request copies of global files to be placed in the local file space where they can be 
manipulated by the tool and subsequently be added to the global file catalogue upon 
request of the tool. Global file space operation are subject to the NSW access control 
mechanisms. 
Global files have unique global names and are accessable only via the Works 
Manager. Files existing in the local file space can only be referenced by the tool 
operating in that Workspace and the names of these files need not be unique in the 
NSW file system. To specify the relationships between NSW file names and the names 
of files (in terms of a local operating system) which represent local copies of NSW files 
a Foreman process is required to maintain a local name dictionary, which is usually kept 
as an iden tifiabal file on the local file system. 
Loacl files that have been created or modified during a tool session may be 
delivered to the global file system if they need to be permanently saved. However, this 
is connected with a considerabal overhead caused by name conflict resolution, copying 
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and associated synchronization and should thus be restricted to a minimum. 
To keep track of ,subsequent modification of copies of file in the local file space, 
version numbers are introduced. Version numbers are small integer numbers kept in a 
field aded to the local file name. The Foreman allows a tool to specifiy version numbers 
when accessing files in local file space. The concept of version numbers automatically 
resolves local ambiguities of file names. 
Associated with each file in the global NSW file space is a semaphore- like 
variable, which, when set by a tool via the Foreman on behalf of the user, Warns other 
potential users that the File might be undergoing change. This semaphore is not a lock 
in a sense that it restricts the access of other users. A user can obtain an internally 
consistent copy of a file even if the semaphore is set, since in this case it is only a 
workspace copy of that file which is undergoing a change. Only. in the case of a deletion 
request will a user be prevented from accessing a file with a semaphore set. 
Tools may request that the semaphore be set when a copy is obtained from a 
NSW file. In this case the Works Manager presumes that tool does not want access 
unless the semaphore can be set. 
A tool is provided with three different sets of file maipulation primitives: 
• Primitives for deleting, renaming and copying files within the global name 
space (DELETEGLOBAL, .RENAMEGLOBAL, COPYGLOBAL) 
• Primitives for obtaining a local workspace copy of a global file (GET) and 
depositing a local workspace file (PUT) 
• _primitive to support local workspace file access for deleting 
(DELETELOCAL), renaming (RENAMELOCAL), ,copying (COPYLOCAL), OPEN 
\~ . 
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and CLOSE 
Global primitives are implemented as Work Manager Procedures which can be 
invoked by the Foreman, and so are the GET and PUT primitives,·while the primitives 
for local workspace file access are implemented within the Foreman and supported by 
the local operating system. 
As mentioned above one way of providing access to non integrted (OLD) tools 
via NSW is encapsulation. Encapsulation implies the automatic trapping and translation 
of the local host operating system calls into NSW system calls. 
It is the Foreman's responsibility to provide for trapping and translation. 
Encapsulation, allowing to use existing tools with little or no modification as NSW 
tools, is possible because of the similarity of the NSW system to conventional single 
host operating systems. In the case of a file access request encapsulation requires the 
Foreman to get control and translate the request into one which provides access to an 
to an NSW file. This is possible if the old tool is somehow capable of handling NSW file 
name syntax. Encapsulation cannot be discussed in terms of algorithms; it requires a 
detailed knowledge of the local host operating system primitive operations. Different 
host operating systems may require different approaches to encapsulation. Mechanisms 
are required, which allow the Foreman io gain control after the tool executes certain 
operating system primitives, but before the local operating system proceeds with the 
operations implementing the primitives. Especially tool initialization and termination, 
interactions with the file system and communication with the user will require special 
attention within the encapsulation component of the Foreman. 
The characteristics of the communication between Front End and 
tool/Foreman have been described in a simplifying manner when discussing the types of 
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communication to be provided by MSG. It ·should l>e added, that the inter process 
communication between Front End and tool/Foreman actually requires the existence of 
two communication streams: one set of messages is destined for the Foreman while the 
other goes to the tool itself. 
In the case where tool and foreman are integrated into one MSG process, it is 
the task of the foreman to receive all incoming messages and to filter out those 
destined to for the tool and pass them to the tool using local operating system 
fascilities. Alternatively if tool and Foreman are seperate processes (w.r.t. MSG), it is 
the task of the MSG to seperate Foreman messages from those to the tool. In order to 
allow the Foreman in this case to limit the tool's use of the message passing facility, an 
' 
extentsion to MSG is required. 
5.2.1. The NSW interprocess communication facility 
MSG may be regarded as the glue holding together all of the other NSW 
components. It is the responsibility of this component to provide for communication 
between the various NSW -system processes implementing 'Front End, Foreman, File 
I 
Pacage and Works Manager to support a specific user initiated tool operation. 
Six types of communication can be identified (figure 5.2): 
• Front End-Works Manager 
• tool/Foreman - Works Manager 
• Works Manager-File Package 
• Front End-tool/Foreman 
• tool/Foreman-tool/Foreman 
• File Package-File Package 
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Other possible combinations like Front End-File Package-tool/Foreman. do 
not represent communication paths in NSW. (tool/foreman indicates interception of·all 
tool communication requests by the associateq Foreman). The above mentioned 
communication types show different characteristics with respect to frequency of 
communication, amount of information, i.e. length messages to be trasmitted, and kind 
of connection required. 
• Front End- Works Manager 
This type of communication is necessary to service user requests for resources, (~ 
run a tool, copy ao/existing file, delete a file. etc. Requests are short (message 
/ 
like e.g. 
length < 1000 bits) and infrequent ( a few per hour). Request processing time will in 
general be short (order of milliseconds). Since all instances of the Works Manager (i.e. 
the set of distributed processes implementing the Woks Manager) share a comman 
data base, successive requests on behalf of the user need not necessarily be processed by 
the same Works Manager process;they can be considered as unrelated. Thus 
maintaining a connection (logical communication cannel) for a specific pair of Front 
End-works Manager processes is not nesesary. Communication of this kind can be 
regarded as a sequence of unrelated elements, each element representing a request, 
followed by a brief delay ( caused by processing the request) followed by a response. 
• tool/Foreman- Works Manager 
This type of communication follows exactly the same pattern as the previous 
one (i.e. its charateristics are the same). Its purpose is to transfer request for resource 
allocation (on behalf of a user) from a tool to the Works Manager (example: open a 
file, deliver a file, create an auxiliary tool process) and to transmit the Works 
Manager's responses. Message length for both request and response will be <1000 bit, 
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request processing time is in the order of miliseconds, request inter arrival time is 
· measurable in minutes (i.e. requests are more frequent than Front End request)~ 
• Works Manager- File Pacage 
The nature of communication is similar to the above: the Works Manager 
. 
·s 
forwards a request. to the File Package in order to service a Front End or tool request, 
E.g. in case where a tool asks to open a file and provide a copy of this file at the tool's 
host. To transmit a copy of. a file may last for up to couple of minutes (as in the 
Arpanet) and thus, request processing time wil be of that pattern can be characterized 
by a sequence of unrelated elements, each element consisting of short requests, short 
processing delay and short response. 
• Front End-tool/Foreman 
In this case Front End forwards user commands to the tool and the tool 
returens responses. The nature of this type of interaction turns out to be different to 
the above: consecutive requests (i.e. commands) are related and must be serviced by 
the same tool. Service time for commands may be greater than the time passing 
between the response to a command and the submission of the next command. The 
frequency of user commands may be higher than the frequency of the requests in the 
above types of communication. Furthermore the duration of interaction between Front 
End and Foreman, Dtemined by the length of that part of a session during which a 
user is working with the same tool, may be very long. (minutes to hours). Thus Front 
End-tool/foreman communication may vary from infrequent, short request patterns 
to frequent, long transmission with long duration of particular intercations. 
• tool/Foreman- tool/Foreman 
This is a relatively infrequent type of communication, needed for debugging 
' 
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tools for NSW and for multi-process tools. Patterns of commuriicatiori are expected to 
be analogous--to Front End -tool/Foreman communication. 
• File Package- File Package 
The bulk of this communication will consist of files being transmitted, while a 
"' 
small fraction of transmissio_n will consist to a destination File Package process. The 
communication pattern is thus chracterized by infrequent transmission of many bits. 
Summarizing the chracteristics of the above six type of communication results 
in three diffrent communication patterns. 
Pattern 1: 
• Infrequent, short elements of interaction, the relation of successive elements 
being of no consern, characterizing the communication types: 
Pattern 2: 
Front End -Works Manager 
tool/foreman - Works Manager 
Works Manager-File Package 
• Possibly frequent, Longer elements of interaction with relationship between 
elements, characterizing the communication types: 
Pattern 3: 
Front End-tool/foreman 
tool/ Foreman -tool/ Foreman 
• Infrequent, very long elements of interaction characterizing the 
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communication: 
File Pcakage- File Package 
These communication patterns determine an abstract model of the kind of 
interprocess protocol needed for NSW. MSG supports these patterns of communication 
by providing 
two different modes of process addressing: 
• generic addressing 
• specific addressing 
and three different modes of communication: 
• message connection 
• logical connection 
• alarms 
However, MSG does not impose any restriction on how processes use these 
communication modes; in particular MSG does not interpret message, alarms or 
communications via connection. MSG behaves transparent w.r.t. to i11formation 
transfer between processes using the MSG facilities. 
Generic addressing is used to specify a functional process class in cases, where 
.. 
;, 
j processes have not communicated before or where the details of past communication 
are irrelevet, it is restricted to the message mode of communication. a generic address . 
causes MSG to select a destination process, which belongs to the specified generic class 
and which is willing to receive a generically addressed message. If necessary, MSG may 
create such a process. Generic addressing is always used to initiate pattern 1 
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communication. 
In contrast, a specific address is always refering to exactly ane process and may 
be used with all three communication patterns. Specific addressing requires that the 
processess whichwant to communicate are familiar with each other, • 1.e. have 
communicated before, ether directly or through intermediary processes. 
The message modes is the most comman mode of communication among NSW 
processess and is used for pattern 1 and some pattern 2 communication. 
The connection mode of communication is provided by MSG mainly to support 
pattern 3 and pattern two 0communication ( e.g. file transfer and termonal-like 
communication between Front End and tool/foreman. 
The alarm mode of communication is supported by MSG to allow one process to 
altert another process in the case of the occurence of specific event. The delivery of an 
alarm to a process is independent of any message flow to this process, i.e. messages 
queued for delivery do not block the delivery of an alarm. The amount of information 
conveyed by an alarm is restricted to a short alarm code, thus allowing for delivery of 
alrms even in the case of a shortage of communication and storage resources. The 
difference w .r .t the concept of interrupts is mainly, that the delivery af an alram to a 
process does necessarily force a context switch. 
The three modes of communication follow the same basic pattern: 
,, 
• If a process wants to send a message or an alarm or to open a connection via 
MSG, it specifies the destination address and a signal which MSG can use to indicate, 
that the respective operation has been perfoemed 
• Another process which matches the destination address perfoms a 
~ . ~' 
(~-', 
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complenetary action with respect to the type of communication initiated by the first 
process, i.e. indicates that it is ready to receive a message or to open a connection. It 
also specifies a signal which MSG can use to indicate completion of the operation 
• MSG perfoms the communication operation and signals completion to source 
and destination __ process. In addition, MSG provides the specific address of the sending 
process to the receiving process in oder to make a process addressable within MSG, this 
process must be identified by a unique MSG process name of the form 
<process name> ::=<host incarnation name><generic designator><specific 
designator> 
where 
<host incarnation name> ::=<host designator><incarnation designator> 
uniquely designates the host computer on which the process is running and the 
particular period of continous NSW service provided by this host. The generic 
designator characterizes a process in terms of its fuctional relationship to other 
processes(i.e. specifies which fuctions a process provides). The specific designator 
uniquely identifies a process within a specific host. To address a process in specific 
address mode the process name is used, while a generic addredd is of the form: 
<generic address> :: = <host designator> <generic designator> !<generic 
designator> 
This generic addressing optinally allows to specify the host where the process to 
be selected is to reside. A generic designator e.g. may be used to specify processes 
providing Works Manager functions 
MSG· does not automatically guarantee, that messages will be delivered to a 
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destination process in the same order as they are sent. However, sequencing can be 
specified for each individual JDessage as an option by the sending process. In this case a 
sequenced message from A to proceaa 8 wil be only delivered· after all previous 
sequenced messages from A to 8 have been delivered. Sequenced massages may be 
intermixed with non sequenced messages. To enable a receving process· in the case of an 
alarm to distinguish messages sent before the alarm from those sent afterwards the 
concept of stream marking is introduced: MSG guarantees that a message M carrying a 
stream marker, set by sending process A, will be only delivered to receiving process B 
after all messages preceding Mhave been delivered to 8 and before any message sent by 
A after M was sent. Furthermore, MSG will notify the receiving process whenever it 
delivers a message carrying a stream marker. Synchronization of alarms and message 
can thus be accomplished by placing a strem marker on the first message sent sfter the 
alarm. 
MSG is implemented as a number of processes running concurrently on a 
number of ~different hosts and can be thought of as an extentionof these hosts 
individual Operating systems, providing a set of MSG specific system calls, i.e. a set of 
communication primitives.which can be used by other processes to establish and use 
interprocess communication. 
The set of primitives is divided into two classes, differentiated by the meaning 
of the MSG reply to the primitive call: For one class the reply indicates that primitive 
operation is complete, while for the other class the reply only indicates, that the call 
has been accepted by MSG. Only when a primitive operation of the latter class is 
eventually completed either successfully or not will MSG signal the initiating process 
using a signal specified in the primitive call. An uncompleted primitive operation is 
called a pending event and described by 
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~ <pending event> ::=<primitive><signal><disp><timer> 
where <primitive> is the operation to be performed, <signal> is the signal 
code to indicate the completed operation, <disp> is a pointer to a field in the process's 
memory where it will be indicated whether completion was successful or not, <timer> 
specifies when MSG can abort the operation. 
To each process a set of' pending events is associated by MSG. Primitive calls of 
the second class results in the addition of a pending event to the pending event set, a 
completed operation results in the deletion of the corresponding pending event. · 
Primitives creating pending events are: 
1) Send Specific Message: It causes a message, whose address has to be specified, 
to be transmitted to a process whose specific address is given. In addition, a signal, a 
return code field, a timeout interval and the type of handling(i.e. ordinary, sequenced 
or stream marked) have to be specified using additional parameters. 
2)Send Generic Message: This primitive is like the above one except that a 
generic address is specied instead of the name of the receiving process. Parameters have 
to be specified as in (1) except that sequencing or stream marking is not allowed .. An 
additional parameter is introduced, which allows to indicate whether an appropriate 
process is to be created as a destination process if none is available, or not. 
(3) Receive Specific Message: This is the complimentary premitive to (l) issued 
by receiving processes. Parameters to be specified include a pointer to a local memory 
area for message storage of the name of the sending process: all o·ther parameters as in 
{I).· If a pair of process issues. compatible primitive calls (1) & (3) with matching 
parameters, message transmission and specific addressing mode takes place. 
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( 4) Receive Genereric Message: This is the complimentary p~imitive to (2). 
Paramete:rs are specified as in (3), except that sequencing and stream marking is not 
allowed. t 
If a pair of processes issues compatible primitive calls (2) and ( 4) with matching 
parameters, message transmission in generic addressing mode takes place. 
(5) Send Alarm: For sending an alarm to a destination process the destination 
process name, the alarm code, a single and a return code field address must be specified 
as parameters. 
(6) Enable Alarm: This is the complimentary primitive to (5).. A field to receive 
the alarm code has to be specified and another field where to store sending process 
name. Other parameters are as in (5). If a p~ir of processes issues compatible 
primitives (5) and (6) and if the receiving process has indicated by means of primitive 
Accept Alarm to be ready for accepting alarms then an alarm is transmitted. 
(7) Open Conn: This primitive is used if a connection from the calling process to 
a specified process is to be established. In addition, the connection type (full duplex, 
half duplex, simplex) and an connection identifier have to be specified. A connection 
between two processes is established, if compatible primitives (7) are issued by both 
processes. 
(8) CloseConn: This is the inverse primitive to (7). 
(9) Termination Signal: This primitive is used to specify a signal upon the 
receipt of which the process issuing this primitive is to be terminated. 
The set of primitives that do not create pending events provides for the 
following calls: 
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( 1) Stop me: This is used to terminate the calling process 
(2) Rescind: The signal specified as a parameter identifies a pending event that 
is to be removed from the set of pending events when this call is issued. 
(3) Accept Alarms: This is used to switch a process' state from ready to accept 
alarms to not ready and vice versa 
(4) Rescynch: If MSG had been rejecting sequenced or stream marked messages 
to the process specified after a sequencing error, this primitives is used to resume 
sequencing or stream marking \. 
(5) Who am I: This primitive returns the name of the executing process in a 
specific area. 
An interhost MSG protocol is needed to support the primitives provided to 
processes managed by MSG. However, to deal with the kind of information to be 
communicated at this level of abstraction and how this information is communicated in 
an given environment. 
5.4 Control 
As indicated in the overall description of the NSW architecture, the Works 
Manager is the central component of NSW. It authenticates user interactions with 
"' 
NSW components, carries out executive commands and allocates NSW reaources to 
N SW users and tools ( tools acting on behalf of users), the main resource of concern 
., . ._.i-l 
being the NSW file system. 
The incarnation of the Worksmanager is a server process, which is created 
when a call is made by a Front End or a Foreman process using the SendGeneric 
facility of MSG. No such server process remains continously alive; instead it only exists 
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to service one requestor and vanishes when the last request of a specific petitioner has 
been executed. 
Worksmanager processes share a set of data structures (the Worksmanager 
• 
Data Base), the principle data structure being the file catalogue, which contains all 
long term data on all NSW files. Other data structures in the Workmanager's Data 
Base contain lists of rights, priviliges and responsibilities of users, a list of users 
currently logged in, a list of available and currently running tools and other current 
data depicting the momentary status of NSW. 
·~-Since almost every Worksmanager call results in some changes to be made to 
parts of Worksmanager's Data Base, access to the database has to be interlock 
protected, i.e. thw Worksmanager proecsses have to be synchronized when updating 
the Worksmanager's Data Base to provide data base consistensy. It is the Works 
Manager's data base with its "hot" tables that gives the impression of continuity of 
service by the Works Manager as a logically centralized NSW component. 
Works Manager fuctions are performed by a collection of separately callable 
procedures, each performing a specific function, i.e. each Works Manager call from 
either a Front End or Foreman results in a call on specific procedure. 
First the access data base is checked to determine the usre's access rights (in 
both cases the request is associated with a specific user). Once the access right are 
verified, the appropriate resource is located. The ~esource m~y either be an NSW file or 
a tool. The resource is then allocated to the original caller, the history file is updated to 
reflect the resource use. 
NSW provides a file system to its users which with its naming conventions, 
access control, protection mechanisms and primitives for manipulating, deleting and 
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renaming files is similar- to other "conventional" operating systems with the exception, 
that NSW is not based on cledicated on - line . storage devices b,ut instead uses 
facilities provided by host operating systems. However,_ the user is not required to have 
any knowledge of the host's individual file system used for NSW file storage. Instead he 
must adhere to a uniform file system vocabulary when referencing NSW files, regardless 
of what NSW component he is addressing. NSW owns on each host supporting NSW 
/ file storage (socalled storage Hosts) one or more directories, organized to allow for 
maximum protection available. 
As a result of above concep
1
t, the Works Manager Data Base does not contain 
1 
. 
NSW Files themselves. Every File name known to NSW has a record in the NSW file 
catalog, the entry giving the identifications of the hosts where file copies are stored puls 
the host's local identification of the file copies. The existance of multiple copies of an 
NSW file is normally of no concern for the user. 
Some of the NSW file operations requested by the user can be done by merely 
making changes to NSW file catalogue, like deleting and renaming a file of removing a 
semaphore used as an access lock ( c.f. 5.3.3). operations requiring access to file copies 
themselves are copying a file within the NSW file system as wel as importing and 
exporting files ( c.f. 5.3.4). For these operations the Works Manager calls upon the file 
package. 
5.5 Reliabilty 
Of the NSW components MSG, Foreman, Front End, File Package and Works 
Manager, only the Works Manager is not intrinsically distributed, While the other are 
by their nature. The Works Manager is in fact logically singular, making it physically 
singular, i.e. residing on a single host, makes NSW vulnerable to failures of that host, 
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since access to NSW resources is only via the Work
s Manager. The entire NS·W would 
disabled because of a failure of the Works Manager.
Such a single failure will not disable 
NSW, if the Works Manager is distributed over 
more than one host. To allow for 
distribution of all NSW components is the major goal of the NSW R
eliability concept .. 
The definition of reliability used for the NSW con
cept is centered around the 
User's perception of the state of the system: 
A system is to be said reli hie 
• If it is available for use 
• all actions reported to the user as complete are 
reflected in any future state 
of the system 
• if completion of a user initiated action is not 
reported, then the user can 
probe the system and determine if it is in progress 
or completed. If completed, then he 
is informed whether completion was successful. 
This definition of reliability is stronger than, e.g
., the requirement that a 
distributed data base be consistent, since it requires
 that the system state be consistent 
with the user's expectation. If, for example, the u
ser requests that a file be renamed 
from A to B and the Works Manager's response 
indicating that renaming has been 
done gets lost, then the Front End will eventually 
report a failure to the user, though 
the Works Manager's Data Base may consistently
 reflect the change. In this case the 
User's expectation is not consistent with the sys
tem state. The above definition of 
r 
I 
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reliability precludes such system behavior. From 
the user's point gf view the NSW ( 
system has two aspects. It consists of a data base 
{the Works Manager's Data Base) 
providing continuit)1 of service and it consists of processors ex
ecuting operations that 
modify this data base. The problem of making NSW relia
ble centers· on keeping the 
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Works Manager's Data Base consistent and available, and on providing reliability with 
respect to completion of operations, such that completion (successful or unsuccessful) is. 
reflected in the data base and reported to the user. Since it canot be guaranteed, that 
Front End hosts never fail, the latter is sufficiently supported, if the user can probe the 
system to determine the status of a requested operation. 
Since MSG is an essential part of the environment in which NSW processes live, 
/ 
it plays a major role in the NSW reliabilty concept. MSG is assumed to be unreliable, 
i.e. messages transmitted by MSG may get lost, duplicated, garbled, etc. Of course, 
implementational effort may quantitatively reduce MSG resulting in a lessened 
frequency with which an error path has to be followed, but since MSG cannot be made 
absolutely perfect, these error paths have to be provided. 
To cope with the deficiencies of MSG, the concept of Watchdog ti~ers is widely 
used in NSW. In all scenarios where a process is waiting for a message from another 
process a watchdog timer governs the maximum acceptable wait. To eliminate 
difficulties in determining the appropriate timer intervals (transmission time, processing 
time, disc access time, may vary considerably), watshdog timers are used as follows: 
1) Upon sending a message to which it expects a reply i.e. a request, a process 
sets the timer interval to the sum of transmission delays and minimal processing delay 
to be expexted. 
2) The receiving process must send a reply within the minimum processing time 
anticipated by the sending process. If the reply to the message is not ready in time, a 
timing signal is sent instead, including status information on the curent status of the 
request, allowing the requestor to adjust its watchdog timer 
3) Pattern 2) is repeated until the message reply is finally sent. .. 
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To provide for Works Manager host crash recovery, three or more sites 'will be 
selected as Works Manger hosts, each site being capable of supporting an active Works 
Manager and thus being able to provide the necessary secondary storage for 
mnintaining a copy ~f the Works Manager Ota Base. Except during crash recovery at 
any point in time exactly one of the Works Manager hosts will Provide the active 
Works Manager, while the others are passive, i.e. will restrict their Works Manager 
related activities to keeping the data base copies consistent with the data base of the 
active Works Manager. 
5.6 DAD: An Example sli §. NSW tool 
DAD stands for Do-All-Debugger; the development of this tool grew out of 
the need for a debugger to operate in the NSW environment. DAD is an interactive 
debugger designed to provide high level languages and to allow the programmer to 
debug one or more cooperating processes, which may be executing on different 
machines with respect to eaxh other and to the debugger. Dad could especially assist in 
the development and maintence of portions of the NSW system and of NSW tools. 
Another design goal was to provide a consistent interface to the user, regardless 
of the process being debugged using the DAD, such that commands and techniques 
would be the same for all machines and languages. Furthermore, the debugger concept 
should allow growth both with respect to commands and capabilities and to the 
support of new languages and machines. 
Finally, the design should allow the debugger to run in both, an NSW 
environment and in a stand alone operating system environment 
The tasks in interactive debugging fall roughly into the following categories: 
• the user, i.e. the programmer, specifies a debugging action, 
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• the user's functional specifications are translated into calls on specific 
· debugger routines 
• the debugger routines manipulate information (i. e. read or write bits) in the 
address space of the program being debugged, and read/modify the program's state 
• information gathered from the address space .and the state information of the 
debugged programs are interpreted and presented to the user in a way, which is ideally 
consitent with programming language used. 
The above tasks results in a corresponding module structure of the debugger, 
as depicated in figure 5.3. 
These modules may or may not be executing on the same host; they interact 
via well defined communication protocols. The debugger configuration may change 
dynamically, loading modules as appropriate to the tasks to be performed. The 
modules are: 
• A front end module (FE) for all communication with the user, not to be 
confused with the NSW Front End, though its functions are equivalent 
• A debugger dispatcher module (DD) to receive the functional command 
specification from the front end -a:µd to call the various routines which implement these 
commands. Results are transmitted back to the front end. 
' • Operating system modules (OSM), being responsible for reading and writin 
informantion from and back into the address space and state information tables of the 
program being debugged. 
The modular approach together with well defined specification for module 
functions and intercommunication enables DAD to be Extensible: 
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In · order to allow for the debugging of program p xy being written in language 
X and running on machine Y, a language module X LM and an operating· system 
module y· OSM are required. If instead the program is written in language N, but still 
running on Machine Y, a combination of modules N LM and Y OSM is required for 
g 
debugging with DAD. 
In DAD the front end exists as a unique proces, and other modules, debugger 
dispatcher, language module and operating system module coexist in a second process, 
called back end, as shown in figure 5.4. The third process shown in this configuration is 
the target process (th·ere may be several in parallel) containning the programs to be 
debugged. 
Figure 5.5 shows a situation where an NSW implementor is interesed in 
debugging the interaction between NSW Front End and a tool. It is assumed, that the 
NSW Front End is written using language Ll and Running under operating system 01 
while the tool is written in language L2 and running under operating system 02. DAD 
will provide in this case for dynamically loading modules Ll/01 or L2/02, depending 
on whether the NSW Front End or the tool is to be debugged at a particular point of 
time. 
To interactively debug a target process, the. operating system module must be 
able to exercise certain controls over that process, e.g. for reading from and writing 
into the process address space, and stopping/resuming its execution. If DAD- backend 
and target process run on the same machine, the operating system module exercises the 
required control functions by means of operating system primitives. If debugger and 
target process are not running on the same host, the operating system module must 
communicate with procedures in the target process or in a _p.~ocess that has control 
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over the target process. The procedures to be added to the target machine ·to 
implement the above functions are simple. 
By providing only a small set of such ·function procedures on a target machine 
to allow for communication with an operating system module which is running on a 
more powerful machine, even interactive debugging of microcomputer programs is 
possible with previously unavailable power. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Chapter 6 
Distributed Operating System 
Next stage to Network Operating System (NOS) in the evolution of operating 
systems is the Distributed Operating System (DOS). This chapter introduces the 
concept of DOS, outlines its structure and compares it with NOS. It also establishes 
broad objectives and requirements of DOS. 
DOS differes from NOS in an important aspect: there are no Local Operating 
Systems as such. Each machine carries a kernel to provide interface for its hardware 
and firmware but it is not a complete local operating system. The rest of the operating 
system functions of resource management and control are done globally by the 
remaining part of the DOS, which is distributed over all the machines in the network. 
This makes treatment of DOS more like that of a local operating system because it 
takes care of utilization of global and local resources in much the same way as the local 
operating system does for the local resources. NOS on the other hand works in 
cooperation with local operating systems and the control and resource management is 
left at the local level. Hence the treatment of DOS to follow in this thesis will be more 
along the lines of traditional operating systems. 
Operating systems are designed to optimize the usage of-·sy~tem resources by 
,,:l 
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providing applications with services for 
• process management, 
• device management, 
• memory management and 
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• file management. 
Each of these services have the basic requirement of security, reliability, simplicity, 
flexibility and power. 
A DOS is designed, developed and implemented to provide applications with 
the above services over a set of computer systems interconnected with a computer 
. network. It views the resources as globally owned and manages them through 
mechanisms that implement a single-system policy on a global basis. It is conceptually 
like a single operating system for all its distributed components. 
6.2 DOS-NOS Similarities and Differences 
NOS and DOS both attempt to reduce the burden on a user in effectively and 
efficiently utilizing network resources. This is achieved by providing the user with a 
unified view of the computer network and insulating the user from the internal details 
of communication, data migration, network job execution and control. 
Difference between them lies in the approach taken to achieve this goal. NOS 
builds on what exists, while DOS is built from scratch. NOS provides an interface 
between the local operating' systems and: the users. It is usually implemented as a layer 
on top of a local operating system providing a homogenous environment for the users 
at different sites accessing any system in the network. It works in cooperation with the 
local operating systems. It does not try to implement a single system-wide resource 
utilization and control policy. It provides access between local operating system 
processes for them to be able to work in cooperation with each other. NOS views 
resources as locally owned by the node and available by request to the local site with. 
the intervention of the network management and control component. In other words 
NOS plays a support role in getting the local operating systems together towards the 
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goal of acheiving effective and efficient utilization oft-he network resources. DOS on the 
other hand assumes control of all the resources of a network and implements a uniform 
system-wide policy for resource utilization and control. It views the resources as 
globally owned. Access is performed via global mechanisms rather than local 
mechanisms. There are no local operating sy~tems. 
' 
In a NOS if a user wants to create and run a process at a particular site, the 
NOS interprets the user command{s) and requests the appropriate local operating 
system to create and execute the process. The local operating system then assumes 
control of the process and treats it like any of its local processes with access to other 
network resources through the NOS. The process is scheduled and executed accordingly 
using the local mechanisms at that node. 
In a DOS on the other hand a user's request to create and execute a. process by 
the DOS is interpreted and analyzed by the DOS to determine the specific 
requirements of the process. It tries to determine the best possible execution sequence 
based on partial knowledge available at the site about the state of the whole system. 
Then the global scheduler schedules the process to execute at one or more nodes to 
optimize the global run time. Emphasis is on the global nature of functionality and 
goals of the operating system. . 
The fact that DOS takes decisionbs based on partial information about the 
state of the total system is also a point of difference between a DOS and a NOS. In 
NOS decisions are taken at the local level with the complete knowledge about the state 
of the local system. 
6.3 Obiectives gf Distributed Operating System 
The basic objective of NOS and DOS is to help effective ·and effecient utilization 
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of resources in a distributed systell). Their main differences lie in the approach taken to 
achieve this goal. This leads to an overlap in their objectives and in general objectives 
( uniform user viewpoint, effecient implementability, extensibility, and resource 
management) established for NOS earlier in chapter3 can also be considered as 
objectives of DOS. Hence there would be certain overlap in the objectives for DOS 
considered next and those established for NOS. 
6.3.1 Distribution 
The DOS should integrate physically seperated herdware into a single logical 
system. A user at the operating system level must not be aware of the physical 
dispersion of hardware and software, nor the many complex con.sequences thereof. In 
addition, the problem of distribution solved at the operating system level represents a 
non-recurring cost that is not passed on to each application builder. 
One of the major functions of DOS and a NOS is to manage the inter-node 
communication resources for the client, but in a DOS, it is highly desirable that 
physical dispersal of underlying hardware be made transparent at a low level in the 
system. In this manner both the system and the application programmer benefit from 
features such as physical-location-transparency, in a way similar to how programmers 
_benefit from a system provided process abstraction. However there are number of cases 
( e.g., work assignment, redundancy management, specialized function location, or 
diagnostics) in which it is appropriate to provide clients of the kernel with the physical 
location. 
In a distributed system, system and application software must be based on 
thin-wire, as opposed to shared memory, interconnection techniques. This suggests that 
performance, availability and reliability would suffer if system mechanisms make use of 
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centralized structures. Furthermore, the physical dispersion of the hardware introduces 
,, 
variable and . unknown communication delays that make it difficult to ensure 
deterministic behavior of the system. So the DOS must be adaptive and deal effectively 
with effects of physical dispersion (i.e. incomplete and inaccurate transfer of 
information). 
6.3.2 Reliability 
The nature of physically dispersed systems being controlled at a global level is 
such that an unreliable and faulty system component may severely affect the efficient 
utilization of resources. In case of real-time control its consequences could be serious 
with respect to damage to person or property. So it is very important to design the 
DOS capable of handling these situations. Correct and timely execution of system 
commands under exception conditions (such as hardware failure in case of physical 
damage) is desirable. 
To support the overall reliability goals of distributed applications the DOS itself 
needs to have a certain level of reliability. In addition, the system should provide 
mechanisms that aid in development of reliable distributed applications. It is desirable 
for the DOS to provide the user with choice in how to implement certain actions under 
different circumstances, instead of implementing its own fixed reliabi)ity mechanisms. 
This allows the user to have flexibility in dealing with situations according to the cost 
of consequences of the situations to his/her application. 
The distributed applications domain calls for a set of DOS mechanisms that 
support the following reliability concepts: 
• correctness of actions, 
• high availability of services, 
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• graceful degradation, and 
• fault containment. 
The correctness of action performed by an application is a function of time, 
sequencing and completeness - i.e. the correctness of a set of actions is defined by the 
amount of time it takes each action to execute and whether, at the end of the set of 
actions, all of them were successfully executed. 
The availability of services is defined to be the extent to which each service 
remains available to clients accross system failures. Typically, a service that is 
statically and uniquely bound to a particular hardware functional unit becomes 
unavailable should that hardware unit fail. To increase the availability of services, 
failures that may result in service disruption must be eliminated, or the means must be 
provided for resuming the service elsewhere when a failure occurs. 
Graceful degradation is defined to be the property of the system that permits it 
to continue providing the highest level of functionality possible as the demand for 
resources exceeds its currently available capacity. Whenever contending requests for 
resources cannot all be met in an acceptable time, the contention should be resolved in 
favour of the functions that are most critical to the objectives of the application. The 
information about the relative importance of individual application tasks are to be 
provided by the appliaction designer. To provide graceful degradation the system 
should use this information to highest and the most useful level of functionality under 
overload condition. 
Fault containment is defined to be the property that inhibits the propagation of 
errors among system components. If a failure occurs in a system or application 
component, DOS mechanisms should limit or assist in limiting the effect of the failed 
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component to adversely affect the performance of others. For example DOS should not 
allow a failed software component to modify the state of other components, or to 
consume resources in an unconstrained manner. 
6.3.3 Timeliness 
The timeliness of the activities performed by the DOS is considered part of the 
' 
definition of correct system behavior. It is not sufficient to ensure only that information 
is correct and consistent, if it is not also presented in a timely manner. In a dynamic 
distributed system, the value of certain information degrades with time. DOS must 
provide mechanisms which take these time related issues into account and help 
application programmers in meeting their time constraints. 
To deal with timeliness, two approaches can be taken. The applications could 
be constrained to behave in a highly deterministic manner -- e.g. ensuring that there 
are always sufficient resources to satisfy all requests, and that all. functions always take 
the same amount of time to complete. This generally feasible only for certain narrow 
application systems or systems with excess resources (which are underptilized most of 
~; 
the time). An alternative is to have clients provide both run-time and compile-time 
inputs to the DOS that are used in resolving contention for resources. Examples of 
these type of information that can be provided to the system include: an in.dication of 
relative importance of each computation, the expected completion times for various 
services, and deadlines for each activity. and whether there is any value in performing 
the computation once the deadline has passed. Using this approach the system 
attempts to meet all the time constraints, adapts to unexpected events and, when the 
demand exceeds the supply of system resources so that not all time constraints can be 
met, discards req nests according to some us~r specified policies (e.g., discard the least 
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important ones first~ or discard the .ones that maximize the number of requests whose 
time constraints· are met). 
6.3.4 Modularity 
In distributed . systems, modifications, technology upgrades, testing, 
maintenance, and other life-cycle items make up a significant portion of the systems 
cost. The software related costs predominate because the requirements are not 
completely understood at the design time and continue to evolve not just through the 
design and the implementation phase, but even during the system's lifetime. This 
implies the need for system software to provide a programming model that supports 
such desirable software engineering attributes such as modularity and maintainability. 
A distributed system can vary in size from quite small to very large, and processing 
nodes may be either added or removed ( either statically off-line, or dynamically due to 
run-time failure and recovery of hardware). The DOS must itself be able to function 
effectively accross a wide range of applications and system sizes to take advantage of 
the opportunities for extensibility offered by the inherently modular hardware 
architecture of a distributed system, and to pro,vide the reliability available from 
reconfiguration. 
6.4 Requirements sif .! DOS 
A DOS is built from scratch for a distributed system and hence has to provide 
for all the basic operating function requirements. It should provide applications with 
the services of Process management, Communication management, Device 
management, Memory management, File management and Event management. The 
requirements for each of these services would be discussed next. 
6.4.1 Process Management 
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The basic capabilities required to provide process management services would 
' 
. 
, have to involve the ability to create, name, rename, find, schedule, dispatch, block, 
run, synchronize, delete, abort, provide real-time priority execution if required, and 
manage states of execution. 
Creation of a process would require the ability to form a Process Control Block. 
The mechanism could be quite similar to the PCB association to process id in the 
single system operating system. Though the PCB would need some more entries related 
to the distributed environment. Naming, Renaming would essentially require the same 
mechanisms of changing the process name in the PCB. Finding a process would require 
a mechanism to search in the various CPU queues for the corresponding PCB. 
Scheduling would require 
• a decision rule indicating a method of scheduling, 
• a priority function to describe the policy for assigning order to the execution 
cycle, and 
• an arbitration rule to resolve conflicts between jobs of equal priority. 
Initiation of a scheduled process at a particular site would require the 
dispatching mechanism. Synchronization could be done via either message passing or 
remote procedure process call mechnism. To delete or abort a process, the 
corresponding PCB is to be found, authority to access it obtained, and then remove the 
PCB would have to be removed from the pool of active PCBs. Also, (usually) all the 
children of the process would have to be deleted. If the children are dispersed the 
problem of oborting the children in an acceptable order may be quite difficult. 
Rest of the capabilities would require local· control of the physical device. This 
dictates the requirement of a run time kernel at each site to, perform low-level 
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operations on the physical device. The kernel would effect the actual control and 
operation of the local device. It would interface the part of DOS handling global 
aspects with the local hardware and firmware. It would manage the queues used for 
states of execution (ready, running and waiting). In short the kernel would aid in the 
effective run-time realization of the system's operational goals. 
6.4.2 Communication Management 
Handling of the process management requirements necessitates the ability for 
the processes to communicate with each other. Hence communication management 
becomes essential for the other m~nagement requirements to be realised. The 
communication management would have to provide policies and mechanisms to effect 
intra- and intersite communication among consenting processes. This would lead to 
the requirement of mechanisms to register processes within the network, to open or 
close logical paths ·between processes, and to manipulate these paths dynamically. The 
communications manager would also require mechanisms to perform routing of 
I messages through the network, find processes in the network, provide for reliable 
transfer, and to keep accounts on media utilization. If the DOS is being used in an real-
time environment, then the communications manager would also require mechanisms to 
transmit messages ( requiring realtime services) successfully and within time limits. 
6.4.3 Device Management 
Devices in a distributed system have to be managed to provide its users or user 
processes a logical view of the data format for the device. This makes the applications 
developed independent of the partic11Iar physical data format of the device and hence 
usable with other devices with different physical data formats but which support. the 
same logical data format. At the level of device drivers which provide the 
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transformation between the logical and . physical data -£ rmats for the device, device 
·management would not be affected by the distributed natur of the system. 
Device management part of the DOS would require to be able to open, close, 
read, write, set and reset s~/atus bits and initialize device sp cific parameters. This can 
be done on a global basis, cluster basis or local basis. From a distributed operating 
system sense it could be required to provide the users access for devices by name and 
have the device manager determine how to s.et it up. It would be required to acquire 
the device for the user process on an open ·command, check its status, reinitialize it and 
set the status if necessary. The DOS device manager would require components 
specialized for each device as well as the generic ones. The device manager would have 
to keep a global account of the devices and their availability. This information could be 
either distributed or centrally located to the devices being controlled. It would have to 
maintain status records and control blocks. Up,.on receipt of an open command the 
device manager should be able to select a device from . the available ones, check its 
status and reinitialize it if necessary and . then pass back to the requesting process a 
unique identification code to the calling process. The process then can use this code to 
access the device. The device manager may allocate the same device to many processes. 
But then a controlling component is required at the site to ensure that the device is 
accessed by different processes at different times. When the user process releases the 
device, the device manager should be able to reset the device's state information and 
return the device control block to the list of devices ready to be allocated. Additionally 
the device manager would need a device dependent portion that may or may not be 
distributed. This portion handles specific ·prequisites for different class of devices ( e.g. 
disks, tapes, printers etc.). Finally the device manager would need a user interface that 
allows the ~ser to view devices in a logical sense ( e.g. as files) and provid~ the· user with . 
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the ability to give commands in terms of this logical view. 
DOS 
To summarize we can say that the requirements of devivce management in a 
can can be classified into three parts: 
• device management to keep information on all the devices and to allocate and 
deallocate the devices as need for them arises, 
• device specific part to handle different classes of devices, and 
• user interface· to provide users with a logical view of the devices and allow them 
to issue commands in terms of the logical view. 
6.4.4 Memory Management 
Memory management mechanisms are not new in a distributed system 
environment. The memory access, allocation, deallocation mechanisms do not change 
as it has to be done at the local level for the primary and secondary memory available 
at the site. What changes is the basis on which memory management decisions are 
taken. In a DOS the memory management functiuons are carried out based on the 
global system goals rather than the local system goals. The DOS memory management 
portion must be able to translate global requirements into requirements at the local 
level to achieve the same goals. 
6.4.5 File Management 
As in any system a distributed system needs to store some data for a long time. 
The way to do it is through files. Since files are so basic and important it is necessary 
to have their control and management at the system level. File Management in DOS 
is needed to do the same and give the user the impression of a single system-wide 
logic~ file system. The main function of a DOS file manager is to provide transparent 
... 
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mechanisms to open, close, read, write, copy, create, delete and find files in the 
.. 
network. Creating a file would involve getting a unique file designator for the file and a 
device in the network on which to store it. This requires allocation of storage to keep 
information on existing files. This allocated fnemory for information/on existing files 
would be refered to as the directory here. The directory could be at a centralized 
location or replicated at each site. 
Once the file is created, a user may want to access information in the file. To 
do this the user would issue an open command. But to execute this command the file 
manager would have to find the file in the system first. That it does by looking for the 
' file designator in the directory. Since finding files is part of many other file operations, 
it is done very frequently. This may warrant replication of the directory at each site. 
The problem with this approach would be the extra work required to add, modify or 
remove information about any file. 
Once the file is located, the DOS must perform the open operation on the file. 
To close a file the DOS must send a request to the remote server handling the file to 
modify access information of the file in the directory( s). To read a file the file has to 
be opened and the DOS must set up a channel from the file to the requesting user or 
system process. Then using a file access scheme DOS must provide information from 
the file to the process. The File Management function of the DOS would also need to 
have some mechanism to ensure proper security, consistency and accuracy of 
information being accessed from the file. For example reading and writing of the same 
record simultaneously may not guarantee accuracy of information being accessed or if 
twq editing sessions on the same file or its copies may produce inconsistencies in the 
file. Mechanisms like lock/unlock are needed to deal with these problems. 
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6.4.6 Event Management 
A process can be considered to be made up . of events. Depending on the 
application, the execution of a subprogram on · a computer could be a event,. or the 
execution of a single machine instruction could be one event. Events of a process form 
a sequence. In a distributed system, it is sometimes difficult to determine which one of 
two events occured first. This could caused by drifting of clocks at the different sites or 
differential del~ys in messages sent to mark the occuring of events. Unexpected 
anomalous · behavior can occur if the ordering determined by the system differes from 
that perceived by the user. A DOS should therefore have some mechanisms to keep a 
consistent timing for the distributed system which would enable the system to time 
even ts consistent with the users' perceptions. 
\_...···· 
6.5 Implementation 52:f DOS 
Two approaches can be ta1cen to implement a DOS with the objectives and 
requirements established in the previous two sections: the process-oriented approach, 
and the object oriented approach. These approaches will be introduced and compared 
" 
next. Details of implementation of a DOS using the process model is the subject of 
chapter 7 and detailed discussion of using the object model to implement DOS is given 
in Chapter 8. 
6.5.1 The Process Model 
The main elements of the process model are processes and messages. All actions 
in the system, whether user applications or system management functions, are 
performed by processes; i.e., any job to be done in the system (such as memory 
management, process management, scheduling, 1/0 management, device management, 
or network,., management), is constructed as a collection of cooperating processes. 
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Processes interact and direct each- other by means of messages. For example, for a 
running process to input data from a disk unit, it would need to send a request 
message to the disk manager process, which would then interpret this message, act 
accordingly to find the data, extract it from the medium, and then form a response 
message to return the proper data to the requester. Similarly in any other interaction, 
whether between user processes, or ~system processes~ or a combination thereof, 
messages would be used as the only means to interact and control the systems 
operations. Systems of this type tend to have few processes with much functionality 
built into each one. 
6.5.2 The Obiect Model ') 
The object model has similar overall functionality, although its operations and 
concepts are different. The object model provides a basic structure called an object. An 
object is comprised of a specification, or external part and a body, or an internal part. 
An object provides its entire "state" within itself. It does not require extra information 
to determine its state. An object, as shown in figure 6.1 provides a means to 
encapsulate the internal details from the outside (the concept of hiding information). 
Objects are totally specified and autonomous. They can change their state but only 
through the use of a speciifc set of operations (actions) on the object's structure. 
Objects are viewed as abstract data types that keep hidden any internal details that 
may cause problems to a user. For example a stack object can have only two 
operations, PUSH and POP visible to the outside although it would have procedures to 
implement the PUSH and POP on an internal data structure. Additionally, internal 
private operations could exist that would be used by PUSH and POP operation in 
doing their jobs. For example, before we POP an object from the stack, it should be 
checked to see if there is anything on it. This could be represented by a private · 
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operation on the object, called empty. The object model · of DOS design utilizes these · 
basic objects plus another to structure systems. To do this and to control the access to · 
objects a concept refered to as protection domain is used. This concept provides a 
mechanism that dynamically checks on users. Rights to objects are stored in areas of 
' 
memory separate from the object. These rights called capabilities· can best be viewed as 
"--.. ~ 
being tickets that, once purchased ( acquired), provide a particular right or a group of 
rights. The object model embraces this concept in protecting objects; i.e., for an object 
to use another (perform an operation on it), it must process a capability (ticket) that 
indicates the object and the rights to that object. In the previous stack example, we 
may wish to give one object the capability to POP items off the stack and to another 
object the capability to PUSH items on to the stack. Using the basic notion of objects, 
operations, and capabilities, the object model can be used to structure operating 
systems or any user applications. This is the notion behind the object-based approach 
to DOS design. 
6.5.3 Similarities and Differences gf the Process and Obiect Models 
In principle both of these approaches are taken to achieve the same goal; to 
control and manage resources and states within the system according to the objectives 
and requirements of a DOS. They are each other's duals. Logically each model has 
equivalent components; therefore processes· can be mapped into objects in the other. 
Differences lie in the mech?nisms they use in performing these system management 
:~ 
., 
functions. The functional entity in the process model is the prociss, message pair while 
in the object model it is the object and its capabilities. Synchronization mechanisms in 
the two systems differ. For the process model synchronization mechanism is message 
exchange between processes while in the object model it is the management and 
allocation of capabilities. 
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Chapter 7. 
Process Oriented Approach to implem.entation of DOS 
Most · of the DOSs can be classified as process oriented or object oriented, 
according to the implementation approach adopted for them. These two approaches 
" _/ 
were introduced in the previous chapter. This chapter deals in detail with the process 
oriented approach. It explains the concepts · involved and how they. are, used in 
implementing a DOS. 
7.1 The Process Model 
,-,.;..._, 
Thi~ section introduces the concepts of a process, port, association, messages 
and synchronization and how they are used. These concepts are the basic concepts of 
the process-model that provide mechanisms to implement DOS functions and 
applications on the distributed system. 
Processes 
Processes and messages are fundamental elements of the Process model of DOS. 
They are used to control and manage resources in the distributed system. A process is 
comprised of a collection of code and data in a known system state (for example, 
ready, running or waiting). Processes can be of two types, system processes and user 
application processes. System processes are the ones used to implement the operating 
system functions. A system process is associated with each resource in the system. In a 
distributed system, process management process, memory management process, device 
management . process and a network management process form the minimum set· of 
processes needed. The user applications are brought into the system as processes that 
perform the application function with the help of system processes~ Because of this 
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functional relati.,onship, system processes are also refered to as service- processes, and 
., 
the user application processes as requestor processes. System . processes can be of two · 
types depending on the nature of the resource they are associated with. Serial usable 
processes are those system processes that user processes can use only one at a time. 
These processes are associated with serial devices such as printers, plotters, and tape 
units. Parallel system processe&- are the control processes that may allow some 
parallelism in their usage. For example, the processes that manage disk units, mass 
memory, central processing units, etc. are parallel usable system processes. The 
resources under their control are time sliced and multiply accessed in an interleaved 
fashion by many preocesses. 
. 1) 
Ports 
For the processes to work together they need to exchange information. They do 
I 
this using messages. But for messages to be exchanged properly the processes are to be 
linked to each other in a proper way. Process model provides many techniques for 
interprocess connection. A major means of providing the link between processes is 
through the technique of ports. The function of ports is to provide to processes a 
' 
mechanism that allows them to logically link up to one another, based on their 
communication and synchronization needs. When a process is created the operating 
system checks for availability of a port for the process. If one is available then it checks 
if it is compatible with those already in existence and with whom the new process 
wants to communicate. If none is available or none of the available ones are compatible 
with the requirements, then a new port is created. Creation of a port involves knowing 
the following things about the port: 
• creating process name, 
( 
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• identifier, 
• port designation, 
• role ( req uestor, server, or both) 
• synchronization type (periodic, aperiodic, broadcast etc.), 
• flow of information (input, output, or bolt and 
• associated process with which the creating process needs to communicate. 
A requirement for the last item above is to know the location of the process 
with which the new process wants to communicate. To provide this information a 
process location function is required. Additionally a process is also needed to determine 
what ports are associated with a process and if the status, type and users of the port 
match the needs the new process. 
Ports can be static or dynamic in nature. If a pair of processes wish to 
communicate with each other over their entire life, they would create 
source/ destination ports that associate the source port with the destination port of the 
other and vice versa. The ports would be created and maintained over the entire 
lifetime of the processes. This form of creation, association and use is static. Static 
ports are used by processes that are set up as 'coroutines, tightly coupled 
multiprocesses, or distributed processes that require sharing of control and computation 
information with some level of synchronizatiou. 
Dynamic ports are created, associated, utilized and disconnected in real time. 
They perform all the tasks of finding the other process, linking to the process, setting 
up the proper linkage to the process, and sending and/or receiving messages to or from 
the process as the activities deem fit. An example of such dynamic usage of ports is for 
a specialized device. The device control process is viewed as a server process to the 
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system; therefQre, it is available to all and any who need its service, if they posess the 
proper credentials. The device's input/output port is kept active; when user wishes to 
use this port (in order to access and use ~he underlying resource). They create or use 
an active port, associate (connect) their port to servers (specialized device control 
process) port, set up the .proper status, contriol, and parameter information, then use 
the resource via message passing accross the ports. Once completed, the private or 
,/ 
requestor process returns the device-control process back to its qu~escent state and 
releases the sender and reciever ports; then both ·-go about their own business oblivious 0 
of each others' existence until they need each other again. 
Association 
To implement any task in a process oriented system, generally more than one 
process is needed. Association is a grouping of processes with the purpose of performing 
some meaningful task. Associated processes that exchange messages via ports provide 
mechanisms to implement the resource control and management functions of DOS. For 
example to allow application processes to make use of some 1/0 resource, association of 
. 
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the application process to the process management process and the device management 
process is essential. These associations are created via the port creation and 
associsation actions. 
Messages 
Next important implementation decision in a process model is the design of the 
message system. Message passing between processes provides a mechanism for 
information exchange and for synchronization between processes. They rely on this 
mechanism for control and information hence it is very important that the message 
passing scheme implemented be very robust and reliable. The system must provide a 
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scheme that can inform the process when a message is sent, received or.lost. This helps 
syn~onization mechanisms and policies to operate properly. The message passing 
system should also be able to deal with errors during transfer of messages. The message 
system also needs to regulate the flow of messages iri the network for its proper 
. functioning. 
The type of message passing mechanism could be mail-box type, or semaphore-
like or messages can be passed directly to processes that use em bedded synchronization 
primitives (send/receive). Messages could be of the blocking or unblocking type. Mail-
box type message systems are of the nonblocking type in which neither the sending not 
the receiving process need to block in order to achieve synchronization. Messages are 
passed from mailbox to mailbox. The asso_ciated processes ~hen they have time get 
informed that something has arrived. They then read the messages in their mailbox 
and extract the ones for them. A disadvantage of this system is that it can not be used 
for tight synchronization. So it is usaully used in systems in which tight 
synchronization is not necessary. For messages of the blocking type the sending process 
blocks until it receives confirmation of its message having been received. The receiving 
process also blocks as soon as it encounters the receive primitive until the message is 
received. This system can be made more flexible by including an additional nonblocking 
receive for messages that do not require synchronization. In this system the receive 
could get something of higher priority done first before coming back to receive the 
message. 
Synchronization 
Synchronization of processes is accomplished through the use of basic 
communication services (port setup, message transfer, fixed or dynamic associations), 
··.:.'"'-
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based on the given . DOS policy for synchronization, which ii/ enforced · by the 
communication subsystem. Policies deal with the mode or. class of ·synchronization and 
,. ' . 
how to accomplish it. Policies can requir~ loose synchroniz-ation, tight synchronization 
or a combination of these. A policy for loose synchronization· would specify that the 
r . 
cooperating processes involved. in any synchronization do .,.not need to come corne · to 
gether at one time in unision in order to perform their computations. The processes 
may need to provide each other status and data at some point in time but they need 
not suspend and wait for each other to respond to the given information. They have 
interaction but of noncritical form; that is, if one does nov~get the message to the other 
in time, they will not fail. They can still run and continue their processing. Processes of 
this type tend to be autonomous, with little effect on the resources they control due to 
loss of messages from related processes. Tight synchronization refers to a condition in 
which the operation of one process is dependent on that of another. For one 
computation to continue the related one must first complete. This is like coroutines. 
One process computes to some point and signals the other, the caller blocks itself; the 
other process processes to some point and signals back, then it blocks itself and this 
sequence is repeated until processing in each is completed. Another form of tight 
synchronization is semaphore operation. It provides a means of gaurantee that they 
meet each other at some point, if necessary. This is done by having the first process 
block until the other reaches the synchronization point. At that time, both are released 
to continue processing~ The last form of synchronization policy utilizes a combination 
of the previous two; that is it has need for tightly coupled processes and for loosely 
coupled processes. Most systems have some amount of need for both types of 
synchronization. 
/' .... 
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The process model provides these· synchronization policies through the use· of 
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messages and their semantics. For example if loose sync_hronization is· all that is needed 
then a mailbox type. of synchronization may suffice. This scheme has mailboxes 
designated to a process or a group of processes. If one process wishes to communicate 
to another, it sends the message to the mailbox that has an attached process. 1'h.e 
mailbox process signals by raising a flag that it has a message for the process. When 
the process is not busy or has time, it will go out, scan the mailbox for messages, 
extract what is intended for it and act on the message according to its established 
sequence of control. If tight synchronization is what is wanted, the same mechanism 
can be used, but with different constraints. The processes that are tightly bound will 
synchronize on some boundary conditions. The receiver- will encounter a point in its 
processing at which it must wait for the sending process to signal that the message has 
arrived. The receiver will then read the message and act accordingly. While there are 
many other mechanisms to achieve loose and tight synchronization, the policy they 
enforce is the same. Such mechanisms are semaphores, ports, ran·dezvous mechanism, 
the transaction, and the requestor/server process. 
7.2 Process Management 
Basic process management functions are: 
• Process Creation, 
• Process Destruction, 
• Process Scheduling, 
• Process Dispatching, 
• Process Blocking, 
• Process Suspension, 
• Process Wakeup, 
• Process Resumption, 
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• Process Adjustment, 
• Process Communication, and 
• Process Identification. 
,I 
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The concepts of processes, ports, associations, messages and synchronization are 
to be used to implement these functions. How this can be done is the topic of this 
section. 
A DOS can be implemented as a single copy of the operating system or from 
multiple operating peers or a combination of the two. The operating system processes 
are generally distributed as a kernel at each site and the device dependent processes 
located nearest to the device so as to minimize the communication messages needed for 
synchronization. 
When a process is created it is given an identifier that is unique in the whole 
distributed system. Then the scheduling process decides a site for the process. The 
scheduler can use principles and techniques of a traditional centralized operating 
system scheduler because the basic activity for both is that of assigning job or a task to 
a device for execution. The difference between the two schedulers is that the DOS 
scheduler exchanges much more information with the devices in deciding a site for the 
process. In the process model this is done by communication with the kernel operating 
systems at each site. The scheduler process uses some scheme of weighting (voting, 
bidding, procedure relationships etc.). 
Once a process has been scheduled for execution the dispatcher process collects 
the relevant information about -the process to initiate action on it at the chosen site. It I . 
-~ 
helps the kernel at the site to queue the process in its process queue. This may involve 
,\ 
migration of th~ process from one site to another with its· related data, reorganizing the 
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site's memory allocation, and initiating its execution. 
The scheduler and dispatcher are concerned with the services needed by the 
processes and responds according to a set policy. It does not concern itself with how to 
perform the processes. Policies for scheduling· in a DOS need consider several issues 
; .~.,,.\iii . 
-- -such as load balancing, communications , · miP.iinization effect, memory loading 
minimization, First Come First Served, Last Come First Serve, least-time-remaining, 
and precedence relationships with value functions. Once many processes are created, 
~ 
scheduled, and dispatched, they are synchronized, if needed, . using message passing 
schemes explained earlier. Other process management functions such as blocking, 
suspension, wakeup and resume are done within a node. Messages are used for these 
functions also. Whenever a process needs something from an external source, it will 
send a message requesting the service. While it is waiting for a response the process 
server places it in a wait state. When the service is provided the process attached to 
the service provider will send a message to the requestor. The process server would 
then unblock and restore the requesting process into a running or ready state. 
7.3 Device Management 
Every device in a distributed system has a process associated with it. These 
processes handle aH--the requests made to the device. These system processes are called 
resource process servers. In most of the (iistributed systems there are many devices of 
' 
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the same kind clustered together. For example, disk units, tape units, printers are 
. usually attached to the system in clusters. So for many of the DOS's there is one 
process server that handles a class of resources rather than a single resource. Processes 
request service~ to this server which then manages the resources internally to provide 
the proper response. This type of processes are the multiple· resource processes. There 
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are still another type of processes sometimes used . to handle resources, called · the 
Administrator resource processes. These processes· take up the requests for a resource 
service and break it up into tasks for other processes ( called the worker processes). 
They are actually process monitors managing related worker processes to .provide 
device management services· to the system. The worker processes need not all be 
attached to a device resources. They could be processes providing some specialized 
services to fascilitate the tasks of the other related work processes. For example, they 
could be data compression/decompression processes or error checking/recovery 
processes. An administrator server process would be comprised of one or more device 
drivers, a device manager, and a network server component. 
7.4 JLQ Management 
Iri the process model all operations are implemented using processes and 
messages. Since ports are the only means of inter process communications, the 1/0 
process manager essentially manages ports. Ports are to a distributed system what 1/G 
channels are for ct.ntralized systems. 
7.5 Memory Management 
Memory management on a global level in a distributed system is essentially 
concerned with providing storage for process and d~ta migration, and initialization. 
Memory management process keeps track of the memeory available at various sites in 
the system. At the global level it communicates with the process manager to provide it 
with information on the availability of suitable memory for an application process. The 
processor manager and process manager request the memory manager processor for 
allocation and de~location of memory based ion usage patterns and demands. At the . 
local level the memory manager receives messages to allocate/ deallocate pages of local 
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.memory based on the site's policy. Thus it provides memory management functions like -
in the · centralized systems but it also handles requests for memory functions at the 
global level. 
1.:.§. Network Management 
The Network manager provides the interprocess communications accros~ fh.e 
network in a transparent fashion to application and system processe~ It contrails. and 
allocates network ports to. processes in the network, controls the flow of messages in 
the network and handles transmission errors. It alleviates the processes from knowing 
the physical location of other processes with which they want to communicate. 
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Chapter 8 , 
Object Orie11ted Approach to implementation of DOS 
The object oriented approach to implement DOS has been introduced briefly 
and compared with the process oriented approac~ in chapter 6. This chapter will 
discuss it in detail. 
8.1 Obiect Model 
In this approach the con1puter system is looked at as bei11g 111ade up of objects 
rather tha11 resources a11d processes. The tern1 object refers to both hardware objects 
( such as CP lJ, mernory, printers, card readers, tape drives, and disks) and software 
, 
objects (such a.s files. progran1s. fu11ctio11s., semaphores'\ a11d data) ... .\ssociated \vith 
each object is its unique na111e that differe11tiates it fro111 all tl1e otl1er objects. 
0 bjects are vie\ved as a.bstract data types ( ph)1sical a11d logicaJ) that can go 
t11rough a state change ( cl1ar1ge of .co11text or \'ie\V ), act according to a set pattern, be 
r11a11ipulated, or exist in relatio11 to other objects i11 a n1anner similar to object 
se111an tics in tl1e syste1n. This 1neans that objects are defined and characterized by a 
set of invaria.nt properties tha.t define an object a.nd its beha\1ior ,vithin the co11text of 
its given pa.ra111eters. i\.11 object 111odel requires tl1at tl1ese in \.'aria11 t properties be 
preserved. 1'his is acco111plished tl1rough tl1e use of e11ca.psula.tion a11d a.ppropriate 
operatio11s. To 111a11ipulate a11 object., a11 operatio11 is i11voked tl1at perfor111s tl1e ,va11ted 
task. Tl1is i111plies tl1at i11 order to affect the state or even detern1ine tl1e state of a11 
object., 011e 111ust perfor111 proper operation on it. The identity of a11 object is derived 
fro1n the set. of opera.tions for a.n object. vVl1e11 taken together 'I tl1ese defii1e its bel1a.,rior 
to the out.side \Vorld. 'I'he cor11bi11atio11 of objects with tl1eir i11ternall)' defi11ed · data 
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structures and computations represents an object's instantiation. Jn present systems. 
utilizing. this concept, the number of objects found in a syste1n is large, whereas the 
rt umber of operations on the objects is relatively sn1all. 
8.1.1 Obiects 
An object is an entity defined by the data that it encapsulates and a set of 
OfJerations that are provided to 1nanipulate the data. An object, furthermore, can only 
be accessed via a set of allowable operatio11s called the object's operation entry poi11ts. 
Additionally, the operations defined on an object specify the 11 um her and type of 
para111eters that are to be passed into and out of the object whe11 the operatio11s are 
invoked. 
i\ si111plified exan1ple of a.n object is illustrated in figure 8.1. In this example, 
the oi bject is a. protypica.1 queue object na1ned QUEUE, \vitl1 tl1ree clie11t defi11ed 
operations: INirflALIZE~ INSER1_, and RENIOV.E. Tl1e QUEUE object i11cludes the 
data tl1at 111ake up the elerr1ents of the queue, tl1e code tl1at i111ple111ents the operatio11s 
and other data, which co1nprise i11ternal i111ple111e11tatio11 of tl1e object ( e.g. storage for 
c1ueue ele111ents, various utility subrouti11es, poi11ters used to keep track of e11tries 
\vithin tl1e object~ or the <la.ta. required for i11ternal syncl1ronizatio11). Figure 8.2 reveals 
the internal structure of the object - only the e11try poi11ts defined at tl1e i11terface are 
visible to the object tl1at 111ake use of it. 
8.1.1.1 Fundamental Characteristics 
I 
'"f he. size of the object is a fundan1e11tal characteristic of a11 object. If e,,er)' 
fu11ction i11 the syste111 is i111ple111e11ted as a11 object; for .the s111aller objects, overl1ead of 
i11ter-object co111111u11ication 111ay be considerable co111pared to the co1nputational effort 
required for tl1e task usi11g 111any such functio11s. So so111e of the fu1ictio11s 1nay be 
,. 
' 
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grouped together to form larger ·obje.cts to keep all its components at one site, reducing 
. the inter-object communication overhead. If an object is too large to be grouped 
together with others in one place then it will be kept independently at a suitable site 
that can hold it. rl,hus 111ediurr1 to large size objects may be preferred in a distributed 
system. Eacl1 object in the system has a globally unique identifier that· can be used to 
invoke operations on it. The DOS implementation may support a uniform, flat universe 
of objects; all objects in the system whether they are part of the operating system or 
a11 application, are undisti11guished by the DOS kernels; or it could support some sort 
of structure \Vithiu the objects by differe11t treat111e11t for syst.e111 and a.1lplica.tion 
crea.ted ubjeets. ()bjects ca.n be d)'t1a1nically created ~11d deleted in the course of 
syste111 's execution, can 1nigrate a111011g nodes dynamically, a11d ca11 have tl1eir states 
frozen or unfrozen (to assist in system debugging). The DOS provides object 
management services through a11 object provided in each kernel, and accomplishes the 
dy na111ic control of objects (i.e., tl1e creation and deletion of different types of objects) 
through the invocatiou of oµeratio11s 011 this fu11da111ental s,yste111-defi11ed object. 
0 bjects are pa.ssi ve en ti ties - i.e. tl1ere is no activit)' i11 an object u11 til a11 operation 
11as bee11 ir1voked on it. Upo11 operation invokatio11, an object beco1nes active - i.e. 
executes the code associated with the invoked_ operation (whicl1 1nay in tur11 involve 
iu vocation of opera.tio11s on otl1er objects). 011ce the operations i11voked 011 a.11 object 
are co111plete, the object once agai11 beco111es inactive a11d awaits furtl1er invocatio11s. 
Objects geuera.ll.Y represent no11-intersecting protection do111a.i11s. 
Each object exists i11 a private hardware-supported virtual address space ( also 
called a context) that provides a 1neasure of protection fro1n interference created by 
ofher objects. All interaction between objects is performed and controlled by the kernel 
r· 
provided operatior1 in vocatio11 111echanis1ns, the capability mecl1a11isn1 providing a 
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global., uniform 1n~a11s · of controlling access to objects within the system. These will be 
discussed i11 detail i11 section 8; 1.3. 
All objects are instances of various object types. An object type is a template 
tl1at defines the structu-re and initial value of the data and initial value of the data a11 
object should have and the operations associated with the object. Object instances are 
created fro1n a given type, and are the individual run-·time manifestations of objects in 
the ]JOS. An object is instantiated by invoking an operation on the DOS-provided 
object-1nanage1nent object, with creation time attributes passed as parameters of the 
invocation ( e.g. type of desired object or the objects secondary storage characteristics). 
Si1nilarly, an instance of an object is destroyed by invoking an operation 011 the DOS-
provided cJbject-111anage1T1ent object~ a11d passi11g with it an input parameter that 
identifies tl1e object to be destroyed. In addition to client-specified operations on 
object.8 provided b.Y t.,ype specificatior1, there is a set of special, system provided 
OJ)erations defined on all objects. Each object has sucl1 a set of operations defined on it, 
that are used to 1nanipulate tl1e object's representation in a11 object oriented man11er. 
Examples of such system defined operations include operations to suspend execution of 
units withi11 the objects, an operatio11 to write the current state of operatio11 to its 
secondary st.ora.ge i111age, an operatio11 to move the object to a11otl1er 111ode, a11d 
OJJerations to co1r1r11it a11d abort tl1e operatio11s perfor1ned withi11 ato111ic tra11sactio11s. 
rf l1ese opera.tio11s1 are useful for sucl1 purposes as debuggi11g objects, performi11g ato111ic 
transitions, 111odifying a11 objects secondary storage repres~j11tatio11. U 11Iike clie11t-
•. r. 
;i,l 
defi11ed operations so1ne standard operations are 11ot in te11ded to be invoked directly by 
user-objects, but rat.lier b.Y the syste1n itself. 
8.1.1.2 Optional Attributes 
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The object-model provides n1echanistns to allow users to construct objects vvith 
a 
a range of differing characteristics that allow differing tradeoffs to be made among such 
attribut_es as performance and reliability. A typical tradeoff makes an object appear 
n1ore reliable i11 the sense tl1at there is a greater probability that the effects of 
OJ)eration invoked on it will persist accross failures), at the cost of performance (in the 
sense that the operation will fake longer to complete). 
When an instance of an object is created, certain optional attributes of the 
object n1ay be specified. In addition to being able to specify these object attributes 
\vhen the object is created, the standard operations of an object may provide a 1nea11s 
b)' which an object's attributes 111ay be modified during tl1e course of a11 object's 
execution. i\111ong these attributes are t\vo that are related to a11 object's seconda.ry 
storage representation: 
• perrnanen t - the sta.te of an object.°' persists across node failures. The last co11siste11t 
secondary stora.ge i1nage of an object is used to reconstitute the object 011 restart. This 
is as opposed to the tra.usieut. a.ttribute, wl1ere tl1e curre11t state of tl1e object is 11ot 
guara.nteed to be retained \vhe11 a. node failure occurs. 
• ato1nically updated - cl1a11ges to the secondary storage image of a11 object are 111ade 
a.to111ically with respect to both norn1al system behavior and failures. Such a11 object 
exhibits tl1e property of a.tor11ically cI1a11gi11g fro111 011e co11siste11t state to a11other 
( wl1ere co11siste11C)' is defi11ed b.Y the user 011 a per-object basis), a11d at 110 ti111e ca.11 tl1e 
--~) 
object be observed in an i1iter111edia.te state. 
i\.nother attribute of tl1e objects is the 011e that per111its so111e objects to see111 
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reliable, in the sense that they complete the requested operation in the event of 
communication failures, node failures, and system software failures. This attribute is 
knowr1 as availability (i.e. the probability that "the object will be able to provide a" 
desired function) Tl1e DOS provides mechanisms to support the increased availability 
6f the object through the use of a technique known as replication. When a11 object is 
created a specific replicatio11 policy is specified as well as the degree to which the object 
should be replicated. Replicated objects provide a. range of consistency and availability 
and availability at a range of costs in terms of invocation latency .. 
8.1.2 Operation invocation 
Objects n1ay i11volve operations on other objects during tl1eir executio11. The 
invocation of an operation tra11sfers excution from the invoking object to the invoked 
object, and tl1e only data shared between the objects is passed in the parameters of the 
i11 vocation. Each i11 vocation is concluded by a reply, witl1 whicl1 the invoked object 
1r1a.,y return to the in voki11g object a si111ilar set of parameters. 
8.1.2.1 Basic Features 
Operation i11 vocatio11 is tl1e 111ea11s by which all objects i11 teract., a11d is the 
global, u11ifor111 interface to all user-defi11ed objects, syste111 services, and physical 
clevices in the syste111. rfhe invocatio11 of operatio11s on objects 111a~y be 11ested~ and 
recursive in voca.tion of operation 011 a11 object 111ay also be per111itted. Furtl1er111ore~ 
in vocatio11s 111a.Y be n1ade independe11t of tl1e pl1ysical locatio11 of tl1e source a11d 
desti11ation objects. \tVhile i11for111atio11 about the target object's pl1ysical locatio11 111aj.r 
11ot be necessary to invoke operations 011 it, This infor1natio11 1nay be made available to 
those functions wl1icl1 require it ( e.g. task placement or reconfiguration). The physical-
location-transparensy ca11 be 111ade possible by the operatio11 i11\.'0catio11 facility 
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fasciJitates tJ-1e si111pJe and efficient migration of objects from one node in the system to 
a11other. 
All operation invocations require an identifier for destination object, an 
identifier for the operation to be performed·, and zero or more parameters (that may 
include the identifiers of other objects). Similarly, one or more parameters ma.y be 
returned fro111 a11 object following an invocation. The 011e' paraineter that is always 
returned fron1 an invocation is a status invocation of whether the i11vocatio11 has 
succeeded or failed; additio11aJ parameters ma)' be returned to indicate the cause 
believed to be responsible for the ir1vocation 's failure. In,,ocation parameters are passed 
into the invoked object's do111ain on invocation. When the invocatio11 is co111plete. 
pararneters are passed back to the in voki11g object's do111ain. ~11ost of the in voca.tio11s 
( a.nd reply) pa.ran1eters a.re pa.ssed b)' va.lue, a11d t\vo different types of para111eters ca.n 
be pa.ssed - variables and capabilities. The fact that invocation is tl1e only 111a11ner in 
which objects ca.11 (directly) interact has many i1nportant benifits. Invocations provide 
tl1e l(ernel with complete visibility of actions among objects. No alter11ative cha1111els of 
con1n1u11ication exist, so tl1e Kernel ca11 create a more accurate 111odel of the interaction 
a.rnong the objects it supports., a.nd ca11 follow tl1e execution of co111putations through 
succesive invoca.tion of objects - all of which contributes to tl1e S)'Ste111 ~s abilit}' to 
111a11age syste111 resources 111ore effectivel)'. _Tl1e i11vocatio11 111ecl1a.11is111 serves as the 
si11gle point through \Vl1ich all data. is passed a1no11g objects - this provides a11 obvious 
paint \\' here transla.tiou ca.11 be perfor111ed 011 excha11ged data to acco1nodate differe11ces 
in 111a.cl1i11e-dependen t <la.ta represen tatiions. 
'I'he syn tax of iu vocat.io11s, the 111a1111er i11 \vl1icl1 tl1e para111eters are passed a.11d 
returned, ho\v objects a.re na.1r1ed, the \Vay capabilities appear to tl1e users a11d how 
capabilities .are distributed an1nog objects depends largely on the choice of language. 
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interface provided to the user of the DOS. It is considered the responsibility of the 
language t'o 111a11age tl1e initial access restriction ( e.g., by the distribution of well known 
I 
ca-pabilities ), a11d to perform whatever degree of compile-time restriction enforcement 
that is desired (e.g., in vocation paran1eter type-checki11g). The DOS provides a 
/ 
po,verful set of r11ecl1anis1T1s to support such a language interface, but it is the 
resposibility of the la11guage designer to decide exactly how these fu11ctions are to be 
provided to the users. 
8.1.2.2 Flow of Control 
----------
i\t the client i11terface, the invocation of operations serves as both the means of 
interaction ar11ong objects and tl1e 111ecl1a11ization of the i11terface between the object 
a11d the syste1r1. These are clearly at two differe11t levels of abstraction: tl1e interact.io11 
between the in voki11g object a11d tl1e systen1 is at the lower level, while tl1e i11 teractio11 
between the invoker and the invoked entity is at the higher level. At the lower -level of 
abstraction, the co11 trol bel1a.vior is by nature synchronous- w he11 the in vocation is 
111a.de the invoking entit.y's logical progress is suspe11ded while the syste111 (a11d possibly 
the invoked entity) perforn1s so111e work on the invoker's behalf. i\.lter11atively, tl1e t~ype 
of control bet1avior fou11d at the l1igl1er level of abstractio11 ca11 ge11erally be categorized 
as eitl1er synchronous or asynchronous. Synchronous behavior at this level is represented 
by remote procedure calls, where the invoking process is suspended until the i11voked 
process con1pletes tl1e operation specified in the invocation. At the same level, -i· 
asy11chronous beha.vior is represe11ted by message-passing syste111s in wl1icl1 the process 
wl1icl1 se11ds a. 111essage is suspended 011Iy to the point where the syste111 ca11 register tl1e 
message tra11s1nission request and then the invoker's progress co11ti11ues, i11depe11de11t of 
the desti11ation process. 
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The lower level of communication must be considered separately -from the 
higher level; the lower level is by nature synchronous, while the higher level can be 
either . synchronous or asynchronous. Given that the lower level invocation semantics 
are by nature synchronous, the 011ly choices of interest have to do with the meaning 
that is associated witl1 tl1e resumption of execution of the invoking entity (i~e., the 
return of the invocation). Exan1ples of possible meaning associated with the return of 
in vocation include: the i11 voca.tion request has bee11 11oted, the invocation request is in 
the process of being serviced~ the invocation 1nessage has bee11 delivered to the 
destination., the in vocation message has been ackno,vledged by the destination object. 
The invocation has been perfor111ed by the destination object and has responded, etc. 
rfhe higher level aspect of comn1unication semantics is most commonly thought to be a 
binary choice bet\veen sy11chro11ous a11d a synchro11ous con1municatio11 services. 
8.1. 3 Ca pa bili ties 
Co11structi11g· a. DOS fro111 objects entails selectio11 a11d bi11ding the111 into 
111eaningful s.yste111s. But just that is not e11ough because it in,10}\'es 110 protectio11 of 
objects a.gai11st objects or users that ca11 cause harn1 to the S)'Ste1n ... ~lso to keep the 
objects cons is teu t through fa,il u res i n1 plies tl1a.t the opera.tions 011 objects be a.to111ic. 
rl'ha.t. is., either t.l1ey a.re co111plet.el)' executed on tl1e object or not at aJl .. objects ca11 
uever be left iu au iu t.ern1edia.t.e sta.te. 
To provicle tl1ese t)·pes of services the object 111odel pro,,ides 111ecI1a11is111s that 
co11trol the i11tera.ctio11 a11d access of objects in forming a system. The central idea is to 
use capabilities a.11d their sen1antic use. They are the 111echanisms that i1nplement 
protectio11, a.utl1orizatio11 a11d precede11ce. Controlled use of resources is essential in 
a,11 v DOS . •.. 
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Da1nage caused by a 111alf u11ctioning or malicious object can be prevented by 
li111iting accesses to 011ly t,hose other objects that are required for its execution·. There is 
li111ited amou11t of protection built in the structure of objects. Only the ope,rations in its 
specification list can, be used by users outside it. The internal data structure and 
inter11al operations of an object is not visible from outside and hence can not be 
accessed u11der nor111al use. But tl1is protection is not enough. There is still the freedom 
for a11y object to use a11y other object. 
To correct the lack of co11trol and to provide a measure of protectio11 from 
i11terference created by other objects the concept of protection do1nain is used. Each 
object is alloca.ted a. protection don1ain which is co111posed of a private, hardware 
y 
supported virtual address space and a right to access 011ly a nun1ber of otl1er objects 
and operations on thern. Objects generally operate in no11-i11tersecting protection 
do111ai11s. In cases where objects sl1are n1en1ory, their protection do1nai11 is mai11tai11ed 
separate by restricti11g their access to the shared memory at noni11tersecting times. The 
protection domains are defined in the system as an access matrix ( with objects in 
colu1nns, dor11ai11 11a1nes in rows a11d access rights as entries) li ting the rights it has on 
,, 
tl1e objects of tl1e syste111 or as an access list wl1ich is a set(~(Jordered pairs of objects 
and access rights for the do111ai11 on that object. Eacl1 operation sougl1t to be 
1)erfor111ed on a11 object is tl1e11 checked i11 tl1e access 111atrix ( or list). It is perfor111ed 
011ly if tl1e 01)eratio11 is listed i11 the e11try correspo11di11g to the do111ai11 of tl1e 111atrix 
seeking access and tl1e object on wl1ich the operation is to be perfor1ned. This search i11 
the access 111atrix ( or list) for ever)' operation could be costly because tl1e 11u111ber of 
objects in ar1 object oriented syste111 is usually large. 
An alter11ative to this is the capability mechanisn1, which provides a global, 
uniform means of co11trolling access to objects within the system. 111 this 1nechanisn1, 
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transpose of the access matrix is used. That is, the row entries are the objects and the 
colu1nn entries are tl1e domains. This provides to the domain the list of objects it ·can 
access and the operations it ca11 perform on them. This new associatio11 is called the 
capabilit)' list. An object is represe11ted by a physical address called the capability. To 
execute an operation on an object, the caller specifies the capability for the object as a 
para1neter. The caller, through this possesion of this capability then decides whether 
the operatio11 is allowed or not. 
· For capabilities to perform properly, they need to be distinguishible from other 
iterr1s in the s.ysten1. 1'11is can be done in one of two ways, either by use of a tag or by 
l)rotected 111er11or)' locatio11s. The tag versio11 requires that each capabilit)' have 
associated with it a desig11ator (so111e 11u111ber of bits) that infor1n all that this is a 
capability. Tl1e tag bits are typically managed and only accessible/ discernible 
hardware, thereby providing protection from ta1npering. The alternative model is to 
associate separate address spa.ces for capabilities and programs. The capability space is 
a.ccessible onJy, by the operati11g systen1's capability ma11ager. The capability 1na11ager 
receives requests fro111 user objects, processes these and provides tl1e capabilities to the 
user objects. rfhis 1na11ager ca11 be simple or quite elaborate, depending on the desired 
level of protection a11d cl1ecki11g. Tl1e tag field is provided to indicate if this word is a 
capability or an ordinary memory word. This field is needed in systems that can not 
otherwise distinguish a. capa.bility fro111 other items in the syste1n. The object identifier 
field contai11s a. u11ique bit pattern that identifies the object refere11ced by this 
capability,. 1'o ga·uran tee proper use of capabilities, the system 1n ust provide for a larg~ 
n u111 ber of ur1ique ide11 tifiers for all possible objects in the syste1n. The access right field 
typically co11 tains flags for each allowable operation on the addressed object. The 
condition on the flag ,vill jndicate whether a user object has the right to perform the 
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operation or not. The location field, which specifies the beginning location .of the object 
a11d its boundary is required so trlat actual usage· and execution of o.perations on the 
object can be performed. 
To access a capability a requestor must provide to the capability manager "an 
address" that is of the fo-rm "capability-id", in which the capability identifier specifies 
the object a11d t11e requestor. These, when taken together for111 a11 address to the 
object's caJJability list an offset into this list for the particular requestor. Before tl1is 
1,1,address" exists, tl1e requestor first must request the capability 1na11ager access to 
so111e objects. Tl1e capability 1na11ager either already has the proper accesses built in or 
r· ... 
-<, \·," will determine via built-in logic if this user can have rights to this item. In so~ 1 cases, 
such as general resource, this is trivi~; in others, such as specialized code, dynamic 
\ 
binding of capa.bilities to user objects is practically impossible for protection reasons. 
Once the capability has been allocated to a requestor object, the latter can use 
it to perfor111 tl1e allowable operations 011 the server object. 1"'11e requestor object 
operates 011 tl1e object by providi11g its "'capability identifier" for the object a11d its 
operatio11. Tl1is ide11tifier provides, depending on implementation, eitl1er an address into 
the object's ca1)abilit)' list ( (:-list) pair the actual access rights are stored or an address 
tc) t.he entry point of the object and its operation via so1T1e for1n of i11directio11 ( address 
to c-list an offset., wl1ich provides an entry-poi11t address). 
Capability 111anager provides the policies and 1nechanis1ns for handling requests 
for the objects gra11ting capabilities with proper protectio11, or denyi11g use to a 
requestor that .does not have a right to acquire it. The manager must act for a user 
parent object by providi11g to the cl1ildre11 ~bjects the rights to parent's resources as 
• • tl1e pare11t dee111s fit. There are typically two levels of objects a11d privileges i11 syste1ns: 
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user objects, created, operated 011, and deleted by user objects; and system objects, 
'\> 
created, operated on and deleted by the system. User objects will link up via passing of 
capabilities from one user object to another or via a common global object. 
8.1.4 S'f_nchronization ' 
...... , 
There are three major problems in a distributed system; objects operating in 
. ' 
one 1nachine may need to invoke a11 operation on an object in anotl1er, or may 11eed to 
invoke _1na11y operatio11s 011 man)' objects at various sites. The object n1odel, if adhered 
to strictly, would require co11struction of an object to co11trol a11d carry out the 
in terobject cor11111 unication. Synchronization of objects could be perforn1ed . via 
operations like serr1apl1ore en1bedded in objects. Synchronization tecl1niques for objects 
in a distributed S)''ste111 l1ave tl1ree 111ai11 objectives: 
- coordinated broadcasti11g, 
- serialization of covering flows, and 
- correlation of parallel flows. 
Coordi11ated broadcasting refers to synchronization of the start sequence of N 
server objects. ,-f he critical co11cept in synchronization is that all server object 
operatio11s n1 ust be initiated and co111pleted. .i\11 the objects used execute, but no 
particular order is assured. 
Serialization of coveri11g flows refers to a sy11·cl1ro11izatio11 policy ir1 w l1icl1 a 
a u111 ber of server objects are i11 voked frqr11 a req uestor object \vitl1 a know11 precede11ce 
relatio11ship a.ssociated ,vith the111. This could be straigl1t line relationsl1ip, a tree 
structure or a. co111plex grapl1. The important co11cept for sy11chro11ization to derive 
fron1 these structures is that there exists some serial performance of the operations to 
construct the proper effect of the underlying objects. The operatio11 a11d the objects 
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111ay or may not be related. in so111e cases. The assumption is that they must occur in 
some predefined order to effect the proper change to the data structures. This class of 
syncl1ro11izatio11 is con vergi11g; tl1at is results of computations for 1n ultiple sites 111ay 
11eeded for a11other to co11tinue. TI1e computations are considered to be non-interfering 
,vith another at tl1e sa111e level. 
/'\ 
. '\ 
Correlation of parallel flows refers to a synchronization policy in which a 
number of objects execute in parallel and need service from the same object. Ordering 
constraints over a nu1nber of parallel service requests, some of them interfering with 
eacl1 otl1er, 1r1 ust be co11 trolled. 
Ma11y sche111es for providi11g services for object operatio11s' syncl1ro11ization 
policies have been desig11ed. One such technique is the physical clock; if hardware could 
be developed to provide a consistent clock time for all devices, an ordering of a set of 
operatio11s could be provided through a ti111e sta1np - ordering schen1es, which would 
a.llo\v objects to order their opera.tions by ti111e. 
Anotl1er rr1ecl1ar1is111 is explicit co11trol privileges. This scheme provides n1arkers 
that propagate fro111 011e object to a11other, based on the precedence relationship built 
into the code. Tl1is does 11ot allow for parallel execution a11d would therefore have poor 
performance i11 systems with low sy11chronization requirements between objects. 
Yret an6tl1er technique uses counters en1bedded in eacl1 object. \i\The11 a 
sy11cl1ro11izatio11 111essage is issued all objects i11cre111e11t tl1eir counters. By setti11g up 
the proper seque11ces of va.lues i11 objects and tl1eir operatio11s, proper sy11cl1ro11izatio11 
of objects' actions ca11 be acl1ieved. 
Tra11sactio11 based S)'I1chronizatio11 can also be used. In this class of 
sy 11cl1ro11iza.tiur1~ processes are viewed as l1avi11g two phases, a11 auto110111ous phase a11d 
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a dependent phase. During the autonomous phase, the processes act separately from 
eacl1 · other, a11d duri11g the dependent phase their interactions are interrelated. 1"'he 
· autono1nous elements are performed in para.Ile!. The depende11t ele1nents l1owever, need 
to be executed in a co11trolled 111anner. For this part one of the other techniques for 
ordering in proper sequence is used. 
8.2 Process Management 
The process 111a11agement functions of DOS in terms of objects would deal with 
creation, operation a11d destructio11 of objects. For this to be implemented to provide 
proper functio11i11g of DOS the process management object would 11eed a certain level of 
support fron1 each Ker11el in the DOS. These primitives needed at each site would be 
for capability ma11age1nent, object creation, operation, destruction, synchronization, 
co111111 unicatio11 and scl1ed uli11g. 
Each site in tl1e distributed systen1 is provided witl1 a capability 111anager. Si11ce 
capabilit:y 1na11age111e11t provides tl1e systen1 security in a DOS, all requests for services 
by user objects are 111ade tl1rough the capability ma11ager. TI1e capability manager 
checks if tl1e req uesti11g user object l1as the right to. get the requested service a11d if it 
does tl1en it for\vards tl1e request with some information to the proper object. To 
perform tl1ese functions it 11eeds information support. This includes capability 
information on all objects at the site and location information on all capab~l~)n the 
::,-. . .,,. .. ~·· 
_/ 
system. The capability i11for1natio11 is encapsulated i11 an o ·ect to which only the local 
. . / 
capability ma,11ager can 111ake changes. Capabilities of various objects are usually li~ted 
by their na1ne ( addressi11g by name). The act al capabilities are usually stored 
someplace else in tl1e 111e1nory and the location Ii ted against the na1ne i11 the capability 
object. This mea11s that the ca ability, man er may 11eed to interpret the address 
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given by the capability manager. This could be according to a simple indirection as 
above or some other scheme. Once the capability is located the capability manager 
neeeds to check if the requestor object has the right to perform the requested 
operatiion. If it is has the right the capability manager then the capability 1nanager 
/ 
cl1ecks to see if the object to w l1ich the request has to be passed is local or ren1ote. 
Accordingly it adds information to the request a11d forwards it to the local object or a 
remote capability manager. 
To create a11d delete objects dynamically a kernel needs to supply an Object 
l\!lanager. ('.reate and Delete are two of the allowable operations for tl1is object. To 
crea.te an object the pa,ran1eters for the object need to specify the tj1 pe of object tha.t is 
to be createcl, and the optional attributes that the 11ew object is to tal<e 011 a11d tl1e 
objects with w11ich t11e 11ew object may wish to communicate. New instances of the 
specified type of object are created at the node where the invocation is made. This 
operation returns the capability for the newly created object, along with the rights 
associated witl1 the new object. To place the newly created object is then the fu11ction 
of the higher level process 111a11ager. The delete operatio11 is used to delete a11 existi11g 
object. Tl1e opera.tion takes a.s pa.ra111eters a capability for tl1e object to be deleted and 
the i11dicatio11 wl1etl1er the object to be deleted even if it is an object witl1 which otl1er 
objects need to co1n111 unicate. If the capability is valid and the conditions for deleti11g 
objects associated with other objects are met, then the object is deleted from the 
s,yste111 a11d tl1e resources· associated with it deallocated. 
Other ker11el defi11ed sta11dard operations i11clude operatio11s lil(e start, stop, 
update, 111igrate, 111odify, a11d abort. The stop operatio11 halts all operatio11 invocation 
I 
for the objects. It freezes the object in the existing state. This o.peration is useful in 
debugging. Once the stop operation is performed on the object the Kernel does- not 
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allow any· other operation of the object to be performed. The start operation on an 
object restores the object back to its original active state. The update operation is used 
to write ( 111odified portio11s or all) primary 111emory images of objects to tl1eir 
seco11dary storage images. This operation can be used by the requestor object to 1nove 
a object fron1 on site to the other. It gets performed only when the object is in a 
stopped state, or may be stopped for migration, depending on the implementation. The 
modify operation is used to change the attributes of an existing object. The abort 
OJ)eration is used to abort a transaction. This operation restores all locked data items 
a.11d releases any se1naphores or locks held by the object. 
The kernel of a DOS also provides sy11cl1ronizatio11 a11d co1n111u11ication sup1Jort 
fu11ctio11s for objects. Synchro11ization primitives provided by the l(er11el are typically 
so111e for111 of shared variables, such as n1ailbox, sig11al/wait pri111itives, or serializatio11 
policies. l\ilauy s,yste111s also provide n1ultiple communication primitives. Tl1ese ca11 be 
of t\VO types: S)'11chronous a11d asynchronous; that is either the se11de1\ or tl1e receiver 
1nust be linked up and ready to se11d or receive, or their is some repository (1nail-box, 
holding bi11, queue, stack etc.) to wl1ich the communication information is se11t. The 
receiver object periodically operates on its receptor to see if anyone has sent a11ytl1ing. 
There ca11 be other schemes where both synchronous and asynchro11ous primitives may 
be used. For exa1n ple there could be the repositories a11d the sender 1nay notify the 
ta.rget object of 111essa.ge bei11g available i11 the repository. 
Anotl1er i111porta11t feature tl1at a kernel provides is tl1e scl1eduler. This l(er11el 
primitive 111ust provide a co11sistent a11d robust mechanism for scheduling objects 
wi tl1in the syste111. Tl1e goals of the systen1 operatio11 111 ust be reflected within the 
f)olicy arid 111ecl1a.11isrr1 for scl1eduli11g of objects witl1in tl1e systen1. 
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Assuming these primitives · the process management is comprised of the 
following tasks: 
• Creation of objects, 
• Synchroniz·ation ~f operation on objects, 
• Sched uli11g of objects, 
• Dispatcl1ing, 
• Communications a1nong objects, and 
• Deletio11 of objects. 
The process 111a11ager objects receives requests for operations such as RUN X; 
CREATE X; ABORT X; BLOCK X; SEND X, Y; RECEIVE X, Y; ASSOCIATE 
X~Y; FORI{: .JOIN: etc. To perform these tasks the process 1na11ager utilizes the 
l(ernel pri111itives. It is an object with tl1e primitives available for it to work accordi11g 
to these co111111ands. It uses co111 bi11a.tions of kernel pri1nitives orderi11g tl1em properly 
a11d supplyi11g the111 \vitl1 the right paran1eters derived from the requests and system 
j)olicies. 
8.3 Memory Management 
r1'he n1e111or.Y 1uanager object 111anages the pool of 111e111ory available in tl1e 
distributed syste1T1. Tl1e pool of 111emory in such systems is made up of subpools at eacl1 
site. Tl1e 111e111ory 1na11ager object structure follows this structure in the sense tl1at the 
1ne1nory manage111e11 t object has su bobjects nested in it that act as local memory 
managers. To the processes in the system it provides two external operations of 
allocate a11d deallocate 111e111ory. The i11ternal operatio11s though are usually 1nany n1ore 
i11cludi11g operations such as for co1npactio11 (tra11sfor111i11g fragrr1e11ted free 111e111ory 
space into a co11tigous free 111emor)' ), garlJage collectio11 ( to recover lost me1nory ), to 
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keep track of object activity and thus determining which object to remove to provide 
space for other. 
8.4 Device Management 
In tl1e object model each physical device is viewed as an object. The physical 
device interface is surrounded b)' a. set of procedures to provide exter11al operational 
interface. Any request to use tl1e device is 1nade in ter1ns of these operatio11s. TI1e 
inter11al operations then manage the actual device and structures ( e.g. spools for 
printers) associated with its proper operation. All such device objects are nested u11der 
the loca.J device rr1anager. The local device n1a11ager keeps informatio11 of device objects 
available at other sites. \tVhen a. request is made to it and if it ca11 11ot be fulfilled 
locally (due to inadeq ua.te reserve, processing capacity, or not possesi11g tl1e proper 
device) then according to the DOS policy it tries to forward the request to a re1note 
device manager. 
8.5 1/0 Management 
I/ 0 111a11age111en t deals with control of the i11teraction betwee11 req uestor 
objects a11d device server objects, witl1 tl1e goal of 111axi1nizi11g the syste111 's 
perfor1nance a11d providing for i11put and output of informatio11. The 1/0 1na11ager 
provides tl1e i11terr11ediary fu11ction, the store-and-forward type of operation of files a11d 
i11forrnatior1 i11 the sysste111. rI'he 1/0 1nanager accepts i11terrupt-type operatio11s for 
services a11d fro111 ser,,ers~ and provides operations to i11put or output data, to ope11 or 
close files, devices, blocks, etc. 
The 111ajor operations of tl1e 1/0 1nanager objects are open, close, read, write, 
wait, block, a11d signal. What is visible to user application objects as devices, files etc. 
is provided by the 1/0 manager object. For example, consider file p~jects. Open 
· ..•. ,.·1: 
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co1nma11d would let the u.ser object to open a file for access in a particular mode(read, 
write or read/\vrite). Close con1ma11d would· close the file object for use by the. user 
object. The wait, block and sig11al operations allow a user to read or write to a file, a11d 
either wait in an active mode, or block and go to a dormant state until the operation 
completes and then return, or proceed with execution until signalled back. These thus 
provide means for loose synchronization for user obj~cts with their 1/0 operations. 
' 
8.6 Communication Management 
Communicatio11 mana.gen1ent object provides for i11ter- and intra- mode 
co1n1nu11icatio11s facility a1no11g cooperati11g objects. A11 object i11voking a11 operatio11 on 
anotl1er object need 11ot k11ow the location of. tl1e desti11atio11 object. ~i\-11 it 11eeds to 
know is the r1ar11e of the object. Tl1e co1n111unicatio11 management object takes care of 
routi11g of the 111essage to the receptor. Two types of co1n1n u11ication syste111 
a.rchitectures coulcl be used. ln tl1e ser1d-receive class ge11erally son1e for111 of the 
f0Ilowi11g operations is included: SEND, RECEIVE, REPLY and REQUEST. Send 
. I 
allows a11 object to se11d a n1essage with 011e or more operations to any other object in 
the system. Receive comn1and makes the object issuing it to prepare to receive 
rnessage( s ). Reply co111mand allows the receiving object to respond to a se11d i11dicating 
whether it is ready to accept a se11d or not. The request operation allows for objects to 
ask for 111essages to be sent. In tl1is systen1 the objects are required to k11ow the 11a1nes 
of tl1e particular object. tl1ey ,va11t to co1111nunicate witli. 111 tl1e other type of 
co1111nu11icatio11 architecture ports, cl1annels or mailboxes are associated with a class of 
objects and he11ce i11stead of k110\vi11g tl1e na1ne of the particular object, the requestor 
11eeds to k11ow 011ly the port, cl1a11nel or 1nailbox associated with tl1e target object 
class. Objects are grouped a.s se11ders, receivers, ports, a11d 111essages. They li11k via 
· capability associatio11s. 
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Bytes 
001-009 
010-029 
030-036 
037-046 
047-052 
053-055 
056-056 
057-071 
072-078 
079-093 
094-108 
109-115 
106-130 
131-145 
146-152 
153-167 
168-182 
183-189 
190-204 
205-224 
225-264 
265-284 
285-J24 
325-329 
330-336 
Data 
333775555 
CHARLES J SMITHSON 
1026920 
00 A2 00 00 OF 01 10 00 00 03 
18288 
075 
M 
MALARIA 
0601943 
QUININE 
GOU'l' 
0801965 
CORTISONE 
S1'REP 
1103969 
PENICILLIN 
ANGINA PECTORIS 
0703972 
DIGI'I'ALIS 
REBECCA B SMITHSON 
BOX 444, 'I'AMP A FLA 00000 
l~RE~DERIC SMITHSON 
DECEASED 
102()rl, 
Figure 4.3 Data host record-DDR[D]* 
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Field Name 
SSN 
NAME 
BIRTH 
ALLERGY RELATED (HEX) 
HEIGHT 
WEIGHT 
SEX 
DISEASE! 
DATE 
MEDICATION 
DISEASE2 
DATE 
MEDICATION 
DISEASE3 
DATE 
MEDICATION 
DISEASE4 
DATE 
MEDICA'I'ION 
MOTHER 
ADDRESS 
FATHER 
ADDRESS 
YCYMD 
FILLER 
* 'l,11<~ characters in allergy field are in hexadecirr1al representation. 
1, 
Al_tl1ough rest of tl1e data is shown in character form; it should be understood that 
tl1ese ite1r1s are actually in the machine representation of the appropriate data type. 
~ 
alphanumeric field entries are left justified with padded spaces to the right. 
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Bytes 
001-050 
051-100 
101-150 
151-200 
201-250 
251-300 
301-324 
L 
. ( 
Data 
333775555/CHARLES J SMITHSON/1026920/+000000001010 
0010000000000000000000001111/+00000001000100000000 
00000000000000000011/+182.88/+75/M/MALARIA/0601943 
/QUININE/GOUT/0801965/CORTISONE/STREP/1103969/PENI. 
CILLIN/ANGINA PECTORIS/0703972/DIGITALIS/REBECCA B 
SMITHSON/BOX 444, TAMPA FLA 00000/FREDERIC SMITHS 
ON/DECEASED/+10/+20/*T*/ 
Figure 4.4 Data Host Record DDR[NNF] 
Bytes 
001-050 
051-100 
101-150 
151-200 
Data 
333775555/CHARLES J SMITHSON/M/+50/1026920/+oooooo 
00100000000000000000000000000000011/+00000001101100 
10000000000000000000001111/ + 165/ +6.1/STREP /1103969 
PENICILLIN/ANGINA PECTORIS/0703972/DIGI1,AL1S/*T*/ 
Figure 4.5 Phost Record PDR[PNNF] 
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Bytes 
001-009 
010-029 
030'.""030 
031-032 
033-039 
040-044 
045-049 
050-052 
053-055 
056-070 
061-085 
086-092 
()93-1()7 
108-122 
123-129 
130-136 
r 
Data 
333775555· 
CHARLES J SMITHSON 
M 
30 
1026920 
00 00 00 00 03 
01 82 00 00 OF 
165 
604 
STREP 
PENICILLIN 
1103969 
ANGINA PECTORIS 
DIGI'l'ALIS 
0703972 
Figure 4.6 Phost Data record-PDR[P]* 
Field Name 
SSN 
NAME 
SEX 
AGE 
BIRTH 
TALLERGY RELATED (HEX) 
SALLERGY RELATED (HEX) 
WEIGHT 
HEIGHT 
DISEASE! 
TREATMENT 
DATE 
D1SEASE4 
MEDICATION 
DATE 
FILLER 
* 1~he characters in allergy field are in hexadecimal representation. 
AJtl1ougl1 rest of the data is shown in character form, it should be understood that 
these items are actually in the machine representation of the appropriate data type. 
alphanumeric field e11tries are left justified with padded spaces to the right. 
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